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Executive Summary
This Annual Report covers the activity and performance of the Kent
and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (KEIFCA) in
2011/12, and reports on the execution of our responsibilities. It is
now a year since the KEIFCA was established to make a significant
contribution to ensuring sustainable exploitation of marine resources
in our district and to help support marine protected areas. In our
first year of operation, KEIFCA has successfully delivered all of the
actions set by the KEIFCA Annual Plan 2011/12, as well as
progressed many of the key IFCA performance indicators set by
Defra. During this first year of operation, implementation of the
change from Sea Fisheries Committee to Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority has taken place. New burden funding from
Defra has made it possible to implement these changes although cut
backs in this funding mean that our ability to meet the defined duties
and new challenges is made more difficult. Despite this we intend
that, with the help of our partners and stakeholders, we will make
good progress with the most important and urgent key areas of work.
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During this past year of transition all staff, old
and new, engaged fully with the tasks at hand.
Considerable time has been put into the
development of procedures that will form the
structure for meeting new defined duties and
tasks. Staff training has also been a high
priority; this has been achieved via internal
workshops and IFCA or MMO training courses.
Technology has been put in place to handle
increasing demands and officer capabilities in
this field have been expanded. The Authority
has played an important part at a National
level by its high profile involvement with the
setting up of the new Association of IFCAs.
Input has been made into the Chief Officers
and Technical Advisory Groups in addition to
attendance at a number of national and local
strategic planning meetings. During this
period an urgent situation, regarding a threat
to sustainable management of whelk stocks,
prompted the Authority to make its first
Emergency Byelaw and following on from this
consideration of long-term whelk stock
management and input into national
development of byelaws. Scientific and
monitoring work has increased with
involvement in a number of projects. This
work has been undertaken whilst continuing
with work streams involving cockle, mussel
and oyster management as well as
enforcement of byelaws, National and EU
Fisheries Conservation measures.
Engagement with stakeholders has been at
varying levels and it is seen that our gathering
of information as part of the Cefas Angling
2012 project will help provide information that
will inform both national and local future
fisheries management planning. Attendance
at a number of public events has provided
opportunities to inform the public of the work
of the Authority and obtain feedback.

Achievements
● Helping staff develop new skills needed by KEIFCA including developing officer enforcement
skills
● Developing a member’s handbook to help support new IFCA members
● Delivering a new HR strategy helping staff to understand their role in the organisation and
how they can be successful in it
● Producing a Draft long term strategy outlining the focus of the organisation for the next 4-8
years
● Introducing a whelk emergency byelaw and developing a long term approach for sustainable
future management
● Making first steps in reviewing all the KEIFCA byelaws
● Developing a risked based enforcement framework working closely with SIFCA and EIFCA
● Training officers on inputting and use of the MMO’s enforcement database the Monitoring and
Control Surveillance System (MCSS)
● Developing and using a new KEIFCA website
● Working closely with other governmental and non-governmental organisations
● Developing a data strategy with our partners
● Upgrading our GIS capability and training officers in how to use specific programmes
● Helping deliver the Sea Angling 2012 project
● Managing, surveying and enforcing the Thames Estuary Cockle Fishery Order
● Working with Natural England to assess the impact of fishing on Red Throated Divers in the
Outer Thames Estuary SPA
● Helping deliver successful marine protected areas in our district (European marine sites as
well as Marine Conservation Zones)
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Foreword
The district of Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (KEIFCA) contains some of the
most important, productive and intensively used coastal waters in the UK. The diverse array of marine
habitats within the district supports numerous marine species. KEIFCA is working with partner
organisations and stakeholders to achieve its defined responsibilities relating to sustainable fisheries and
the protection of the marine environment. Under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, KEIFCA is
required to develop systems that will balance the needs of the various users and sectors that work and fish
in the district. KEIFCA is working towards reconciling the needs of the present with the requirement to
leave a sustainable marine legacy for the future.
In the first year of the KEIFCA we have continued to build on our knowledge, skills and experience, and
delivered substantial progress in developing a new organisation focused on delivering the IFCA duties to
ensure the exploitation of marine resources is sustainable and to further the conservation objectives of
Marine Conservation Zones. In developing our new organisation we have tried to build on the expertise
we have inherited from the former Sea Fisheries Committee (KESFC) but have also worked hard to develop
a new feeling and focus for KEIFCA that is distinct from KESFC. We have faced a number of challenges
over the year including the introducing of an emergency whelk byelaw, developing a range of strategic
documents that lay out our plans for the next 3 years and beyond, and training and supporting staff in
their new roles. In delivering these tasks we have worked closely with a number of stakeholders in
shaping our new organisation and would like to thank them for their hard work and dedication.
Our challenges will continue as we forge ahead with the next year and progress with important decisions
that help shape local communities and the natural environment. We will continue to provide opportunities
for people to both get involved in, and understand, the decisions we make. KEIFCA members and staff are
at the very heart of our success and have been key in overcoming the challenges we
have faced in the last year. Their enthusiasm and commitment have helped us to
achieve all of the objectives set out in our annual and strategic long term plans. I
thank them for their drive, dedication and professionalism in making it possible to
deliver our vision of enabling sustainable development in our
seas. The expertise and skills within KEIFCA are vital to its
continuing success and we look forward to delivering another
successful year in 2012/13.
JOHN LAMB
KEIFCA Chair
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Introduction
Background
The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (MCAA 2009) introduced a new framework for managing the demands put
on our seas, and aimed to ensure clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically diverse oceans and seas, by putting in place better systems for delivering sustainable development of the marine and coastal environment. Kent
and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (KEIFCA) and the District for which it has responsibility
were established by the Secretary of State under sections 149 and 150 of MCAA 2009 and took on its full statutory
role from the 1st April 2011.
The Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority has clearly
defined duties to manage fisheries in a sustainable manner and conserve the
wider marine environment within the coastal waters of Kent and Essex. This
annual report provides information regarding how the Authority has fulfilled
its duties and reports on actions taken during this first year of operation which
contribute towards the Government’s Marine Policy Statement and defined
High Level Marine Objectives:

1. Achieving a sustainable marine economy
2. Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
3. Using sound science responsibly
4. Living within environmental limits
5. Promoting good governance

Although the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 provides the outline of
change, important detail has been added by the implementation of Orders and
Defra guidance documents. These documents include the IFCA vision statement, success criteria and high level objectives, as well as key outputs and
performance indicators; these have been used to assist in the development of
our priorities as an organisation for 2012-2013 (see www.kentandessexifca.gov.uk for documentation).
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Vision and Duties
Vision
The IFCAs have an agreed national vision, which sets out their
overall aim in sustainably managing the inshore marine
environment to achieve the intentions of the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 2009 and wider UK and EU marine legislation.
Duties

“Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities will lead, champion and
manage a sustainable marine
environment and inshore fisheries, by
successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and
economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable

Domestic Legislation
The duties for Kent and Essex IFCA set out within the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 sections 153 and 154 are:
1) Kent and Essex IFCA must manage the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in its district, in doing so it must:
a) Seek to ensure that the exploitation of sea fisheries resources is carried out in a sustainable way.
b) Seek to balance the social and economic benefits of exploiting the sea fisheries resources of the district with the need to
protect the marine environment, or promote its recovery, from the effects of such exploitation.
c) Take any other steps which in the Authority’s opinion are necessary or expedient for the purpose of making a contribution
to the achievement of sustainable development.
d) Seek to balance the different needs of persons engaged in the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in the district.
2) Kent and Essex IFCA must also seek to ensure that the conservation objectives of any MCZ in the district are furthered.
In addition the Authority is also responsible for The Thames Estuary Cockle Fishery Order 1994 and the River Roach Oyster
Fishery Order 1992.
European Legislation
As defined as a ‘Competent and Relevant Authority’ the Kent and Essex IFCA is required to perform its duties in regard to:
• The ‘Habitats Directive’ Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora
• The ‘Water Framework Directive’ Council Directive 2000/60/EC of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for community
action in the field of water policy
• The ‘Marine Strategy Framework Directive’ Council Directive 2008/56/EC of 17 June 2008 establishing a framework for
community action in the field of marine environmental policy
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The Kent and Essex IFCA District
The Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Order 2010, section 3, defines the extent of both the
landward and seaward elements of the Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District as
summarised.
• the combined areas of the relevant councils (the “basic area” of the district); and
• the sea adjacent to the basic area of the district within the boundaries specified to a distance of 6 nautical
miles from the 1983 baselines.
Seaward district boundaries
Kent & Essex IFCA district covers an area
of over 3,412 km2, and extends from the
east end of Rye Bay in Kent to the
northern boundary of Essex on the River
Stour. The seaward boundary follows the
6 mile nautical limit measured from the
1983 baseline, which, due to drying sand
banks, extends up to 15 miles offshore at
its furthest point.
Upstream district boundaries
The up-river KEIFCA boundary in the
Thames includes the waters adjacent to
Kent County Council and Thurrock Council,
with the district boundary running from
Dartford creek (River Darent) on the south
shore to Mar Dyke on the North Shore.
District limits for other rivers and
estuaries located within the boundaries of
Kent and Essex are to their tidal limit
(including, the Medway, Blackwater,
Crouch and Colne).
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Defra Guidance for IFCAs
The vision for IFCAs encapsulates the core role of the new organisations; and the success criteria outline what might be
expected of IFCAs in achieving the vision. Seven Success Criteria (SCs) and multiple High Level Objectives (HLOs) have
been developed for all ten Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (IFCAs) within England. It is incumbent on
KEIFCA to meet these SC and HLOs in a manner which it sees fit and it is the priorities this guidance identifies that we
have used as priories in our annual plan (the full guidance wording can be found at kentandessex-ifca.gov.uk).
Success Criteria
1) IFCAs have sound governance and staff is motivated and respected: Staff feel proud to work for their IFCA and have the training and skills to
deliver their Authority’s objectives in a professional, fair and consistent manner. They are supported by excellent leaders and managers, working alongside
engaged and effective Authorities. These Authorities are representative of the communities they serve and wider stakeholder interests; they have the backing
of constituent local authorities and provide the strategic direction to ensure the long-term sustainability of the marine environment in and around their
districts
2) Evidence based, appropriate and timely byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea fisheries resources within the
district: The decisions to introduce, amend or repeal byelaws are evidence-based, timely, based on appropriate consultation and can be shown to have a
positive impact in line with their intended effect to manage, protect and promote the recovery of sea fisheries resources from the effects of exploitation.
3) A fair, effective and proportionate enforcement regime is in place: A risk-based enforcement regime is in place, which is in line with the Regulators
Compliance Code, legislative requirements, and which makes IFCAs an efficient and fair enforcer, managing the exploitation of sea fisheries resources, using a
range of alternative enforcement methods and sanctions whose impact and effectiveness is regularly assessed and continually improved.
4) IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged with their stakeholders: IFCAs will work across boundaries, engaging effectively with local and Central
Government, other government bodies, other delivery bodies, industry and other NGOs, recreational users and individuals in the work that they do. Through
this partnership approach to working, IFCAs will deliver the socio-economic and environmental outcomes they were created under the Marine and Coastal
Access Act .
5) IFCAs make the best use of evidence to deliver their objectives: IFCAs, by acquiring and sharing their own internal data and by seeking and sharing
those generated and recorded by others (including the MMO, Environment Agency, Natural England and CEFAS), will have access to the necessary scientific,
statistical and socio-economic information relating to inshore fishing and the marine environment to enable effective delivery of their duties.
6) IFCAs support and promote the sustainable management of the marine environment: IFCAs will
deliver responsive and flexible management of sea fisheries resources to meet local needs, in line with the
legislative frameworks and guidance set by Central Government and others, such as the Marine Policy
Statement (in place from Spring 2011) and subsequent Marine Plans. In doing this, IFCAs will be able to show
that they are having a positive impact, leading to more sustainably exploited sea fisheries resources in their
districts.
7) IFCAs are recognised and heard: Each IFCA, and IFC Authorities as a group, has a vision and plan for
future management of inshore fisheries and conservation. This will help them to be a recognised “brand”,
managing their public voice so that they are respected and trusted for the expertise they offer.
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Reporting on 2011-12 focus and priorities
Introduction
The transition from KESFC to KEIFCA placed a high work demand on
staff, members and the Defra implementation team. Although KEIFCA
inherited resources, staff and management systems from KESFC there
were a large number of key tasks (developing standing orders, briefing
new members, rolling out branding, holding additional meetings,
agreeing staff structures and budgets) that had to be undertaken to
launch the new organisation. Once the organisation was vested, KEIFCA
held a two day workshop where staff outlined their new IFCA duties and
long term plans and approaches where discussed. In delivering the 2011
-12 KEIFCA annual plan actions were implemented to fill the agreed new
staff structure as quickly as possible and train officers to use their
MaCAA powers and take charge of the new Patrol and Monitoring Vessel,
‘Tamesis’.
Training staff, both old and new has been a major priority in the first
year especially as staff are expected to carry out secondary duties as
well as their enforcement role. Without exception all staff have worked
hard to understand and deliver their new roles and a lot of progress has
been made, which will hopefully be seen in 2012-13 as KEIFCA moves
from a strategy development phase to an implementation phase. As the
year progressed KEIFCA worked hard to maintain key KESFC
commitments including: surveying, managing and enforcing the Thames
Estuary Cockle Fishery Order, maintaining enforcement presence at sea
and on land, attending local and national meetings and working with
stakeholders. In addition there has been a 10% increase in the area of
the district with 39 additional byelaws adding to the 26 existing byelaws.
Work undertaken during the year has helped integrating new areas of
the district and develop new KEIFCA policy and strategy so as to develop
the organisation to deliver the duties as laid out in MaCAA 2009.
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Reporting on 2011-12 focus and priorities
One of the work streams that KEIFCA have worked hard to progress has been to develop a fisheries management
assessment similar to that undertaken by Sussex IFCA (Navigating the Future). Undertaking this analysis would help
KEIFCA identify areas where local management could be progressed and help deliver several key strategic outputs (e.g.
evaluating current byelaws, providing key information for risk-based enforcement framework and helping to create
species specific management plans). At an early stage it was decided to use information that would be provided by the
grant funded ‘Project Inshore’ for this initiative. Funding for this project has gone through a number of rounds, with the
project being resubmitted in a slightly different format and finally receiving approval for funding in June 2012.
Whilst KEIFCA are happy that the project is now underway the delay was at risk of limiting KEIFCA’s progress on this
work stream. So as to maintain progress, KEIFCA has commenced with its own initial assessment of species and habitats
statuses in the district. This has so far taken the form of data mining exercises, literature reviews and contact with
partner organisations to investigate the sharing of all useful data sets relating to the 18 priority species and 8 priority
habitats identified by KEIFCA. A workshop is scheduled for September 2012 for KEIFCA staff to discuss face to face with
other organisations the requirements for on-going data sharing between partners and KEIFCA, which may include
agreements and MOUs being written and signed. The results
and findings of Project Inshore will then be added into the
data we will already have on each species. These
complementary work streams will ensure that KEIFCA has the
best available evidence for species and habitats within its
district. This data will feed into the byelaw review and help
target future research requirements.
When the annual plan 2011-2012 was written (in December
2010) the MCZ designation process was due to conclude early
2012, with site designations to follow soon after. This time
line for this has been extended by Defra, with site
designation now planned for 2013. The change in these
timings has meant that although 13 rMCZ sites have been
proposed for our district it is unclear which of these sites will
be backed by robust evidence and designated in 2013; or
are sites where further evidence is required, to designate at a
later stage; or are not considered suitable to progress. Until
these decisions are made KEIFCA can only plan for MCZ
implementation in a general way.
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Reporting Delivery of Priorities
The seven tables that follow; one for each nationally agreed success criteria, provide a detailed description of work
that has been undertaken during 2011/12 and planning for 2012/13. A glossary is included at the end of this
document.

1(2,3) The first number indicates the primary success criteria and the subsequent numbers, within the brackets,
indicate the secondary success criteria also addressed by the action.
1.4 indicates the High Level Objective at this action is directly meeting from Defra’s IFCA monitoring and
evaluation framework targets
• indicates the intended date of completion for the action.

Objective completed

Significant progress made but
objective not completed

Minimal progress made
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Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff is
motivated and respected — Achievements

KEIFCA Long Term Strategy
This strategy document aims to lay out in broad terms
KEIFCA’s approach to undertaking its key duties as
laid out in the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. In
developing our long term approach we aim to lay out
how KEIFCA will approach the core issues at the heart
of its duties and develop an overall structure and
approach into which Defra’s guidance can fit and
develop, as KEIFCA moves through its 4 year review
cycle.
This document gives a very broad scale overview of
KEIFCA approach; with more detailed documents like
strategy documents giving specific information about
how KEIFCA will move forward, annual plans laying
out the actions that will be undertaken and reports
measuring the progress of these actions. The key
steps identified in the document are:

1. Identifying key duties and strategic goals of the
organisation
2. Using KEIFCA Vision statement
3. Building KEIFCA Values
4. Identifying key species and habitats
5. Understanding the issues in the context of
management, enforcement and research decisions
6. Working towards sustainability
7. Identifying gaps
8. Working with stakeholders

12
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Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff is
motivated and respected — Achievements

HR Strategy
In developing a new identity and focus for
KEIFCA, senior managers have worked hard to
develop a range of HR systems that help staff
understand their role in helping to deliver
KEIFCA’s objectives. KEIFCA senior managers
have developed a range of HR tools to help
assess, monitor and support staff through their
career with KEIFCA.
Three different systems (Quarterly tasking
sheets, personal progress sheets and individual
timesheets) combine to help all KEIFCA staff
understand:
• Their role within the organisation
• The skills they need to develop in each role
• The key priorities and deliverables in their
role
• The skills needed to progress within the
organisation
• How their time is spent and divided between
delivering different success criteria
In conjunction with this KEIFCA holds an annual
staff workshop each April where staff report to
the other staff within the organisation on what
they have helped achieve in the last year and
what they are planning to achieve in the forth
coming year.

3
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Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff is
motivated and respected — Achievements

Member’s handbook
KEIFCA administration staff compiled (46
page) members handbook to act as a ‘one
-stop shop’ resource that members can
dip into and out of to supply them with
basic information to assist them in
exercising their duties. The handbook is
seen as an important first step in helping
new KEIFCA members understand how
the Authority operates (standing orders)
as well as the expectations of their
conduct (list of members’ interests and
Code of conduct). Training was given by
the Clerk of the Authority on the 27th
January 2011 relating to the code of
conduct and the difference between
members’ personal and prejudicial
interests. The handbook will be updated
on a regular basis.

14
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Success Criterion 1— Outputs

1

ONGOING ACTION: Facilitating staff matters Run current staff performance monitoring
system. Run quarterly staff meetings. Recruiting
new staff. H&S reviews etc.

1

ONGOING ACTION: Run and provide support
for Quarterly IFCA meetings and technical panel
meetings.

1

ONGOING ACTION: Continue staff training e.g.
Internal training, PACE course training, Sea
tickets/ training, survey training (ATV training)
etc.

1

ONGOING ACTION: General Admin e.g. Fill in
timesheets, travel & expenses, purchase card
etc.

1

ONGOING ACTION: Budget Management Handling invoices, Oracle Administration, compile
budget, budget meetings etc.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Outputs Completed

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

●

● Annual KCC Staff appraisal documentation
● Minutes from staff meetings
● Managing the staff recruitment process
● Maintaining and updating H&S documentation (developed
new documentation for Tamesis)

●

●
●
●
●
●

●

● 7 Officers completed First Aid course (Aug 2011)
● 3 Officers completed ATV training (Nov 2011)
● 11 Officers completed 2 day ‘in house’ enforcement course
(Dec 2011)
● 1 Officer completed MMO sea rider course (Jan 2012)
● 2 Officers completed advanced power boat course (Feb
2012)
● 3 Officers completed national IFCA training course (Feb
2012)
● 2 Officers completed MMO Technical Conservation
Enforcement course (Apr 2012)

●

●
●
●
●

●

● Approved budget with quarterly updates
● Processed 467 invoices
● Maintained and processed 13 oracle statements
● Developed budget for Tamesis
● Held ongoing internal budget planning and reviewing
meetings
● Processed EU grant claims
● Passed Audit

Next Steps

Agreed KEIFCA standing orders
Held 4 quarterly meetings with approved minutes
Held 2 technical panel meetings with approved minutes
Undertook 72 action points arising from meetings
Admin staff produced KEIFCA members handbook

Approved budget with quarterly updates
Introduction and management of new timesheets
Processed 84 travel and expenses claims
Processed 172 purchase card updates

3
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Success Criterion 1— Outputs
Create & Publish Annual plan

1

Appoint a member of staff with overall staff
training targets in job profile

Assistant Chief IFCO in charge of training
Support given by the Office Manager and the First Mate Kent
Assistant Chief IFCO ran 2 day KEIFCA workshop (Apr 2011)

1

Create & Publish Strategic (4 year) plan

Draft long term plan submitted to Authority (May 2012)

1.1

1.1

1

1.5

1

1.6

Develop and deliver a people capability strategy,
which ensures that staff can deliver the
organisational objectives as set out in annual
plans, aided through training, mentoring and
new skills development. The strategy should be
developed by April 2012.
Develop Staff performance system. Build on
current system and update. Also by September
2012, demonstrate that staff are engaged with
the objectives of the organisation, can influence
the direction and development of the
organisation and are free to constructively
challenge decisions without reproach.

Draft people capability strategy submitted to Authority (May
2012)
Specific ‘one-off’ training budget for new IFCA skills
Quarterly taskings meeting for each staff member (review
progress and set quarterly goals)
Use data from personal progress sheets to inform
organisational training needs.
Office manager in charge of HR
Developed and using Quarterly taskings process (from Jan
2011)
Developed and using timesheet system to monitor outputs
and workloads
Ran confidential staff feedback survey and discussed results
with staff
Developed external staff feedback form

1

Advertise and recruit new IFCA posts needed to
meet new duties

Recruited and trained 3 new IFC officers (Jun 2011)

1

Create & Publish Annual performance report

Draft annual report submitted to Authority (Sep 2012)

1.2

1

1 (3)

16

Draft annual plan submitted to Authority (Jan 2011)
Annual plan sent to Secretary of State and uploaded on
website.

1

New computer systems training (need to first
identify needs of staff and then build
programme) Group training might be more
effective

All staff trained and using new server, (with remote access)
and can use emails, share calendars and files (Apr 2011)
All new documents are scanned into server documents so
can be accessed by all staff (May 2011)
A training package for windows software (word, excel, power
point etc.) has been bought to help staff develop skills and
confidence (Jan 2012)

Set up initial in house staff enforcement training
program

First Mate Kent and Assistant Chief IFCO delivered 2 days ‘in
house’ officer enforcement training (Dec 2011)
Developed tiered training approach (personal progress
sheets)
Developed a series of resources to help train IFCOs (fish ID
guide, gear guide, enforcement training scenarios)

3

Success Criterion 1— Outputs

1

Develop new training programme (Analyse need
for In house or National training, analyse new
training needs under IFCAs new staff and new
training needs under IFCAs current staff)

●

● Draft people capability strategy submitted to Authority (May
2012)
● Specific ‘one-off’ training budget for new IFCA skills
● Quarterly taskings meeting for each staff member (review
progress and set quarterly goals)
● 2 day KEIFCA workshop discussing aims and structure of
organisation (Apr 2011)

3
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Success Criterion 2: Evidence based, appropriate and timely
byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea
fisheries — Achievements

Whelk Emergency byelaw
On the 11th November 2011 KEIFCA used its emergency byelaw making power to
introduce the KEIFCA whelk pot limitation permit byelaw. In developing this
management measure KEIFCA followed the emergency byelaw process agreed at the
November 2011 quarterly meeting as well as the Defra guidance documents and MMO
advice. Following Defra guidance the need and the appropriateness of the byelaw was
reviewed and all stakeholders were encouraged to attend a workshop and contribute to
a questionnaire that helped KEIFCA gather specific evidence regarding how and when
stakeholders fish for whelks, which management measures they thought would be
appropriate and the economics of their business and impact of different management
scenarios. Combining this information with research carried out by CEFAS and Sussex
IFCA as well as information provided by the MMO helped KEIFCA develop a strong
evidence base that was reviewed and used to inform the decision to maintain the
emergency byelaw in its initial form by the Authority at the January quarterly meeting.
Additional evidence was then reviewed at the May quarterly meeting with an
agreement to continue with the emergency byelaw. KEIFCA staff have worked hard in
developing, implementing, enforcing and then reviewing the emergency byelaw in such
a short space of time and in general compliance with the emergency byelaw has been
high with all vessels, known to be fishing for whelks in KEIFCA district, obtaining a
permit.
Following on from the emergency byelaw, KEIFCA started a review of the long term
management of the stock and worked with partners to review the evidence available to
help create a long term sustainable fishery. Throughout this process KEIFCA worked
closely with the MMO to review and assess appropriate information. In developing the
emergency byelaw and then reviewing longer term management options KEIFCA have
started to develop an understanding of how this process can be applied to reviewing
historic SFC byelaws, and helped explore options that are available under the byelaw
making powers given to IFCAs by MCAA 2009.

18
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Success Criterion 2: Evidence based, appropriate and timely
byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea
fisheries — Achievements

Framework for byelaw review
At a meeting of KEIFCA on 1 September 2011; byelaw making and review procedures, together with a timetable,
were agreed by the Authority. This included agreement that the review process would include consideration of stock
assessment, requirements for MCZs, the Defra review of Inshore Fisheries Management and CFP reform. The
agreed timetable worked through a strategy to conclude the review of all byelaws by 2015. The KEIFCA district is
now 10% larger than that of the former KESFC with the inclusion of complex areas such as the Medway, Rye Bay,
Stour and Inner Thames Estuary. In total 39 byelaws have been inherited from Sussex IFCA, Eastern IFCA and
Environment Agency that apply within these increased areas. The first stage of review has been completed with
consideration of the need to revoke any inherited byelaws that do not apply within our district. KEIFCA inherited 26
byelaws from KESFC and an additional 39 from the other organisations mentioned. These 39 additional byelaws
have been subject to initial review and it has been concluded that all but one include measures that apply to the
KEIFCA district. It has therefore been concluded that there is no need to revoke any inherited byelaws until they are
considered under the full review process. Work will continue its progress in the review of all 65 byelaws.
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Success Criterion 2 — Outputs

2

ONGOING ACTION: Cockle Administration e.g.
producing, collating & sending out licence info &
licences, and permits. Arranging and managing
cockle industry meetings

●

ONGOING ACTION: Byelaw Administration e.g.
Arranging advertising, managing the byelaw
process, seeking legal opinion etc

●

2

Policy document laying out possible interventions
and how emergency byelaw power would be
used

●

2
(5,6)

Set up project to help create a process to assess
the effectiveness of management measures in
the District

2
(5,6)

Set up project to help create a process to decide
on the most appropriate management measure
to apply to fisheries and wider sustainability
concerns as they arise.

2

2.1

2.1

2.1

2

20

Byelaw review and evaluation document.
Document also lays out how management/
byelaw options will be laid out in an objective
way with more than one option.

●

●

●

●

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

Outputs Completed

●

● Processed 59 cockle permit and 6 licence applications
● Produced 6 update letters (including closure notices)
● Held industry meeting to discuss management measures
for cockle fishery (May 2011)

●

● Processed 28 Seed Mussel Letters of consent
● Produced 4 update letters
● Introduced Whelk pot limitation emergency byelaw (held
technical panel, stakeholder workshops, processed
stakeholder questionnaires, sort legal opinion).
● Set up, advertised and ran new whelk permit application
process
● Processed 24 whelk permit applications

Next Steps

● Emergency byelaw policy document approved by Authority
(Sep 2011)
● Emergency byelaw policy document followed (Oct 2011)

●

● Worked with partners to set up national ‘Navigating the
Future’ type project (systematic assessment of sustainability
of fisheries in the district). Project inshore got funding go
ahead in (Jun 2012)

●

● Worked with partners to set up national ‘Navigating the
Future’ type project (systematic assessment of sustainability
of fisheries in the district). Project inshore got funding go
ahead in (Jun 2012)

●

● Initial byelaw review policy document submitted to
Authority (Sep 2011)
● Worked with MMO to explore the possibilities of a flexible
byelaw and other byelaw options
● Developed long term plan that lays out KEIFCAs approach to
fisheries management (with byelaw needs being developed
out of this approach)

● KEIFCA have fully
supported Project
Inshore and have
asked to be one of the
first Authorities
assessed.
● Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan

● Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan.

3

Success Criterion 2 — Outputs

2

Member of staff in charge of updating byelaw
monitoring systems

●

● Chief IFCO in charge of byelaw process and byelaw
monitoring systems.
● Support given by Assistant CIFCO and the Senior Scientific
and Conservation officer

2

Member of staff in charge of ‘byelaws’ (drafting,
consulting advertising, confirming and
reviewing).

●

● Chief IFCO in charge of drafting, consulting advertising,
confirming and reviewing

2

Advertise new IFCA byelaws

●

● Advertised new emergency byelaw
● Developed a stakeholder database
● Consulted stakeholders as to new whelk byelaw

● Continue to advertise
byelaws and integrate
MMO guidance on
advertising byelaws.
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Success Criterion 3: A fair, effective and proportionate
enforcement regime is in place — Achievements

Risked based enforcement framework

Officer training

KEIFCA worked with Sussex IFCA and Eastern
IFCA to develop this document, with the aim that
using the same process of analysing risk will
help in identifying similar shared key risks
between organisations and help in delivering a
coordinated enforcement plan between all three
organisations. A risk based enforcement
framework has been developed to analyse risks
and develop proportionate enforcement action
using a matrix scoring system to identify the
extent of the risk, its impact and the probability
of such an occurrence.

KEIFCA has invested a lot of time in facilitating officer
development of their enforcement skills (especially
concentrating on their new IFCA duties and powers).
Senior officers ran 2 days of enforcement training in
December 2011, with the training revolving around a
series of enforcement scenarios regarding which
officers gave presentations and discussed outcomes.

This risk based approach will be conducted not
only on our fisheries, but will include areas such
as MPAs enabling us to assess current
enforcement activities and identify any gaps to
develop alternatives, including compliance,
enforcement and education, where resources can
be tasked to achieve an accurate understating of
suitability and emerging trends for both its
regulatory infringement risk and conservation
impact.

Three KEIFCA officers also attended the week long
IFCA-run officer training course and one officer
attended a 3-week long MMO-run Royal Navy Marine
Enforcement Officer Course. As well as this, the
quarterly taskings process and the personal progress
sheets have helped officers identify their own training
needs and buddy up with more experienced officers
to provide guidance, this gave officers very practical
training which can be relatively easily coordinated
and is generally low cost.

KEIFCA members have adopted these key
principles with key documents being produced
(enforcement risk register and KEIFCA
Compliance and Enforcement Strategy and IFCA
officer code of conduct for inspections) that help
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Success Criterion 3: A fair, effective and proportionate
enforcement regime is in place — Achievements

Monitoring and Control Surveillance System
(MCSS)

New enforcement capability – Patrol and
monitoring vessel ‘Tamesis’

The MCSS was introduced to the MFA in 1996 to
become the UK standard for recording surveillance
activity. As a SFC we used a similar but more basic
stand-alone system used by the Royal Navy
(RNSS). The MCSS is used by all UK fisheries
departments to record both the activity and
inspections carried out by boat on shore or from
the air but also it records any on-going
investigations.

There had been an enforcement/survey vessel
based in Brightlingsea for the last 15 years
and KESFC took the decision to replace this
vessel and to upgrade the specifications.

Data collected from the MCSS can be used by
KEIFCA in making decisions for a risk based
enforcement as we can review the surveillance
units that have been operating in our district and
use this information to make decisions on where
our patrols and inspections would be best targeted.
Key officers now have access to this system and
attended a 2 day training course to improve skills.

In May 2011 KEIFCA took charge of the 12
metre GRP catamaran ‘Tamesis’ and started
to develop its operational capability. Time
was spent training staff in handling the vessel
and using its equipment, in developing safe
procedures for deploying the RIB, using the
hauler and deploying survey equipment.
Officers worked hard to develop effective and
easy to follow health and safety procedures
for the vessel and train new officers to work
as part of an effective crew.
The vessel has been invaluable in carrying out
a number of enforcement operations as well
as shellfish surveys, and has been chartered
to EIFCA to undertake shellfish monitoring in
the rivers Stour and Orwell which adjoin the
KEIFCA northern boundary as well as take
part in KEIFCA/NE fishing impact on Red
Throated Diver monitoring.
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Success Criterion 3 — Outputs

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Outputs Completed

ONGOING ACTION: Enforcement management;
Analysing enforcement data, producing, collating
& sending enforcement reports, Compiling case
files, Attending court etc.

Held enforcement review meetings with IFCO where
enforcement targets and priorities were discussed and plans
made.
Operational plans were developed for fisheries identified as
high risk, with training and risk assessments developed when
required.
Developed GIS capability allowing officers to analyse activity
hotspots and target enforcement.
55 Offence notice issued
17 re-briefs (3 Verbal re-briefs 14 Written re-brief)
3 Seizure notices issues
3 Written warnings were issued

3

ONGOING ACTION: Enforcement sea; patrols
and inspections

125 sea patrols were undertaken (85 Ken Green 40
Tamesis)
88 commercial vessels were inspected (93 Ken Green 26
Tamesis)
19 hobby vessels were inspected (8 Ken Green 1 Tamesis)
83 non-boarding inspections (62 Ken Green 21 Tamesis)

3

ONGOING ACTION: Enforcement land; shore
patrols and inspections

3

Member of staff with overall responsibility for
maintaining up to date legislation within
organisation, managing enforcement monitoring
system and leading on prosecuting offences.
Manage MCSS system when online.

Assistant Chief IFCO in charge of enforcement management
with support given by the First Mate Kent (Secondary duty)
All notices and legislation packs and website updated with
new IFCA legislation and KEIFCA byelaws
2 day MCSS training course given to key IFC officers (Jul
2011)

3 (2)

Develop capability for larger legal workload due
to increased area and responsibilities. Might
need to budget for more legal time. More court
cases due to increased area and powers

Developed better IT systems for more efficient use of
resources (server and scanner to share key documents
Increased legal and prosecution budget.

3
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Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

Next Steps

80 land patrols were undertaken (57 Kent 23 Essex)
146 inspections (100 Kent 46 Essex)

3

Success Criterion 3 — Outputs

3

Develop capability for increase coastline, for
increased area of district and for new species
now required to be managed.

2 new shore IFC officers recruited (Jun 2011)
Increase sea going capability with Tamesis (Apr 2011)

Training day with all IFC officers reviewing new powers and
working through practical examples (Mar 2011)
New officers trained in new powers at IFCA training course
(Dec 2011)
Verbal assessment of new IFC officers on powers (Feb 2012)
Reviewed officer powers as part of 2 day ‘in house’
enforcement course (Dec 2012)
Developed a series of resources to help train IFCOs and
review powers (Powerpoint presentation)

3

Inspection training for exercising new powers

3

Write a transparent, risk-based enforcement
framework document based on IFCA
implementation teams work

Adoption of risk based enforcement principles (Nov 2011)
KEIFCA Compliance and Enforcement Strategy (Jan 2012)
Draft enforcement risk register (May 2012)

3

Develop code of conduct for inspections by the
30th October 2011

National IFCA code of conduct adopted on (Jan 2012)
All KEIFCA officers trained to use code of conduct (Feb 2012)
Code of conduct for inspections added to website (Feb 2012)

Develop an enforcement monitoring system ie.
Intelligence gathering systems and analysis,
specific enforcement targeting objectives,
analysis of enforcement targeting.

Set up MCSS inputs for key enforcement staff (Mar 2011)
Coordinated MCSS training for management and staff (Jul
2011)
Develop operational intelligence gathering systems and train
all staff (used effectively in whelk enforcement operations)

3.1

3.2

3

3

Develop capability for more staff time required to
patrol and to enforce MCZ legislation.

2 new shore IFC officers recruited (Jun – Sep 2011)
Increase sea going capability with Tamesis (Apl 2011)
Developed vessel tracking and GIS system that allows
KEIFCA to show amount of vessel time spent in MPAs. (Dec
2011)

The reviewed MCZ
timescale means that
number and size of
sites in district will not
be known until 2013.
Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

Website
KEIFCA has worked closely with Sussex IFCA
and Eastern IFCA to develop a basic format for
a standard IFCA website structure that can
then be adopted for the individual IFCAs. This
project allowed the costs to be reduced and the
specifications of the website increased.
KEIFCA published its basic website in May 2011
and has since been adding content as policies
and specific issues have developed. The
website has been effective in communicating
quickly with stakeholders (whelk emergency
byelaw) and has been useful in recruiting new
staff (about a third of job applicants reported
that they saw the job advertised on our
website). As with all websites there is a
tension in designing the structure of the
website so that it is easy for a range of
different stakeholders to navigate and access
the different types of detailed information
available. Updating and reviewing the content
and the structure of the website will continue
over the next year and as described in our
Communication Strategy our website is a key
part of delivering our message in a quick and
cost effective way.
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

Working with others
If KEIFCA is going to be successful in
delivering the IFCA vision it cannot
achieve it alone, KEIFCA needs to work
effectively with other organisations and
partners. Signing Memorandums of
Understanding between KEIFCA and the
MMO, EA, NE, CEFAS helps create the
right landscape for successful working.
KEIFCA has worked hard to turn these
documents into reality on the shore and
at sea and has carried out a number of
joint patrols with the MMO, has worked
closely with the EA regarding shore
netting activities, CEFAS regarding
whelk research (which has developed
into fisheries challenge fund project)
and with NE building shared knowledge
and evidence concerning marine
conservation objectives and activities.
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Success Criterion 4 — Outputs

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Outputs Completed

4

ONGOING ACTION: External Meetings
Partnership coordination; attend meetings with
national partners (MMO, NE, CEFAS, EA, other
IFCAs). Meetings primarily focusing on
NATIONAL POLICY

4

ONGOING ACTION: Consultations/
Correspondence; replies to national partners e.g.
FEPA/MaCAA licences, policy consultation on
legislation, information requests asking for K&E
stats for national purposes

40 Consultations processed
Local and national information requests and replies
processed

By April 2011, develop Memoranda of
Understanding (MoUs) or Service Level
Agreements with key partners, including Cefas,
MMO, Natural England and the Environment
Agency, that outline agreed ways of working and
sharing information and, by April 2012,
demonstrate that they are being utilised.

MMO MoU signed March 2011
EA MoU signed March 2011
CEFAS MoU signed October 2011
NE MoU signed (April 2012) and local annex agreed
Work undertaken by officers to develop local annex of MoUs
for MMO and EA. Agreement on annex reached with MMO

4

4.1

4 (7)
4.2

28

Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

Populate and maintain and update K&EIFCA
website (by April 2012). All regular forms and
documents to be provided electronically by April
2013.

Next Steps

5 MPA/MCZ meetings attended
Local and national Fisheries meetings attended
12 AIFCA and Chief Officers Group meetings
7 other national planning and liaison meetings

To sign off local
MoUs with EA and the
MMO

Website online (May 2011)
Undertake process to put all new documents on website
Quarterly Meeting papers put on website (May 2012)

3

Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements

Data strategy
On the 8th June 2011, an initial workshop was held between KEIFCA and
key national (MMO, NE, EA, CEFAS) and local partners (PLA, Balanced
Seas, local KEIFCA members). This workshop had dual aims, to identify
holders of data and GIS information which would be useful to the KEIFCA
aim of achieving a sustainable marine environment and then to identify
the gaps in knowledge and investigate methods of filling those gaps. The
workshop concluded that KEIFCA role was to:
Lead on collecting, maintaining and sharing standardised key socioeconomic and environmental data about commercial and recreational
fishing activity at sea and on land that helps identify when, where and to
what extent key current and future activities take place in our district,
leading to being able to demonstrate successful and sustainable fisheries.
Collecting and communicating information about stock levels, the
environmental impact of and the relative sustainability of the fisheries
that Kent & Essex regulate, and to work with others to help compile and
distribute key fisheries management information for stocks and species
not primarily regulated by Kent & Essex IFCA.
Working with our partners to collect, collate and share key information
required for MCZ/MPA.
Working with our partners to prioritise risks, and respond to specific
needs for compiling and collecting data to address specific local concerns
relating to the duties of Kent & Essex IFCA through a communication
network.
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Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements

30

Sea Angling 2012

GIS

In spring 2011 KEIFCA were invited to
contribute to the Sea Angling 2012 governmentsponsored project, which aims to provide data
on recreational sea angling that can help
improve the scientific understanding of fish
stocks off our coast, as well as ensuring that the
needs of sea angling can be represented as
effectively as possible in future marine policy
development. KEIFCA has worked with CEFAS
to deliver the shore, and private boat sampling
component of the project (40 sampling days)
and it is hoped that the data collected will
enable national and local policy makers to make
informed decisions on fisheries management,
and provide the sea angling community with
information to help them develop their own

Following on from the data strategy meeting it
became evident that the most productive way
forward would be to invest in GIS software and
training to help develop KEIFCA’s capacity to hold,
use and disseminate key data sets. To undertake
this task we employed the head of the Balanced
Seas GIS team for 10 days, to help two of our
officers to undertake an audit of existing and
required data sets and software and prioritise them.
As well as this officers were trained to be able to
access, clean, analyse and use data sets and then
subsequently manage them. The project also
reviewed strategic GIS options i.e. software, webGIS
etc and then reported progress to an Authority
quarterly meeting.

3

Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements
Cockle management
An important strand of KEIFCA work has been the continued management of the Thames cockle fishery, the major
part of which is managed under a Regulating Order granted in 1994. Since the granting of the Order the KESFC and
now KEIFCA have managed this fishery in a sustainable manner and it is now the largest cockle fishery in Europe.
The fishery is managed in an active manner with a long closed season and restrictions of fishing gear and quantities
taken from the fishery. An important part of management has been policy that closes beds to commercial
exploitation once stock levels drop below set limits.

Assessing cockle stocks
It is assumed that environmental conditions are by far the largest factor governing recruitment. Due to the
relatively short life cycle of cockles due to natural mortality there are few cockles above 5 years old found on the
exposed grounds, even in areas that have not been fished. This makes long-term management difficult with high
dependence on continued new recruitment into the fishery. For this reason it is vital, for the sustainable
management of the fishery, to assess the spawning stock on an annual basis. The management of the cockle
stocks aims to regulate exploitation of the stock and maintain a core spawning biomass of adult cockles. To
achieve this, cockle stocks are surveyed twice a year to assess their density and size distribution. Annual Total
Allowable Catch (TAC) limits are set following completion of spring surveys carried out during April.
Extensive surveys of stocks are undertaken up to twice per annum with a total survey area of 218km². In
addition samples are collected 4 times per annum, for stock and contaminants testing, as part of a monitoring
programme relating to the large London Gateway port development where there is industry and KEIFCA concern
regarding the possible impact of capital dredging upon cockle stocks in the vicinity. As most of the fishery takes
place within European Marine Sites an Appropriate Assessment of the impact of the fishery is provided to Natural
England which demonstrates no significant impact upon conservation objectives. Sample stations have been
equidistantly positioned within a grid, and sampled using a 0.1 square metre quadrat. The results of the surveys
are used to examine the distribution and density of cockles, and to produce estimated values of population size.
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Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements

Cockle surveys
Cockle surveys were conducted on land and at sea (depending on
easiest access). Shore surveys were carried out during periods where
spring tides coincided with daylight hours. Quad bikes were used to
carry out the shore surveys to allow large areas of the cockle beds to be
covered during the limited time periods of low water exposure. Samples
were collected using a 0.1m2 quadrat dug to a depth of 6cm. Each
sample was sieved, and the cockles separated into different year
classes, identified by the number of growth rings visible on the outside
of the shell. The cockles were enumerated and retained for further
analysis.
Boat surveys were carried out using the Authority’s vessel ‘Tamesis’
during periods of high tide. Samples were collected using a 0.1m2 Day
grab which was lowered from the vessel via a hydraulic winch. The
cockles were then sieved, aged and enumerated, with the samples
retained for further analysis. The cockles were later weighed to calculate
the mean weights of each cockle year class within each harvesting area.
During 2011/12 KEIFCA stock surveys provided data to allow a Total
Allowable Catch of 8,100 tonnes. This was below the average
production of 10,000 tonnes but within natural variability. Following
discussion with the industry the fishery was opened on 19 June and
closed on 7 October with 7,904 tonnes being taken.
Due to below average spat settlement of young cockles over the past 4
years declining TACs have been allocated. In the past the fishery has
been reliant upon occasional good spat falls. If a good spat fall does not
occur in 2012 it will be necessary to make further cuts in TAC so as to
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Success Criterion 5 — Outputs

5 (6)

ONGOING ACTION: Cockle and mussel surveys
from land and sea; Undertaking Appropriate
Assessment surveys, Analysing cockle data,
producing, Survey Management, getting gear,
maintaining gear etc. collating & sending cockle
reports

●

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

●

Employ staff to collect new management data,
e.g. sample fin fish and shellfish stocks, record
fishing activity at sea, record key information
about fishing fleet, sample and assess key stocks
in district, survey environmentally important
areas and species.

●

● Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
collection of new management data
● Support given by IFCO with specific GIS duties and survey
and habitat mapping duties (Secondary duty)
● Research strategy
● Long term strategy

Lead member of staff to input and compile and
present new management data in a GIS format

●

● Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
collection of new management data
● Support given by IFCO with specific GIS duties

GIS training

●

● Developed 10 day GIS training package to review data
usage and teach officers key GIS skills (Dec 2011)
● Reported progress to Authority (May 2012)

5 (6)

Next Steps

● 5 shore based cockle surveys (19 days)
● 2 sea based cockle surveys (11 days)
● Production of 5 cockle papers for statutory meetings.
● Production and completion of appropriate assessment for
Essex Estuaries SAC and EMS.
● Production of 2011 cockle report

●

5

5
(1,6)

●

Outputs Completed

● Held data strategy workshop with partners to identify roles
and remit of KEIFCA data needs (Jun 2011)
● IFCO with specific GIS duties to mirror Senior Scientific and
Conservation officer role
● Developed 10 day GIS training package to review data
usage and teach officers key GIS skills (Dec 2011)
● KEIFCA have developed our own GIS data catalogue
● Report progress to Authority and seek feedback (May 2012)

Put a record systems in place that demonstrate
that the best available, quality-assured evidence,
is used appropriately in decision-making at all
levels

5

●

Quarter 3

Action

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed
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Success Criterion 5 — Outputs

5 (6)

Surveying at sea training Shellfish surveys
Finfish surveys

5 (6)

Write strategic K&EIFCA research plan (first by
2012)

5.1

5

5 (6)

Agree an action plan of how key, mutuallybeneficial information will be shared between
IFCAs and with key delivery partners

5 (6)

Write strategic K&EIFCA research report (first by
2013)

5.1

34

Work with TAG to develop standardised method
statements for sampling key fisheries, this will
inevitably lead to more standardised reporting
and sharing of data.

● Tamesis developed its capability to use range of gear to
carry out sampling (day grab, dredge, underwater video
camera)
● Officers worked with EIFCA to share best practice in shellfish
sampling (Jul 2011 and Feb 2012)
● Officers worked with fishermen to carry out seed mussel
surveys (Oct 2011)
● Officers received species ID training from Kent Wildlife Trust
(Apr 2011)

●

●

● Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
strategic KEIFCA research plan
● Strategic KEIFCA research plan agreed by Authority (Jan
2012)

●

● KEIFCA input into TAG small fish working group to
standardise approach
● Agreed with TAG members that all new data collected by
IFCAs will be MEDIN compatible; however old IFCA/SFC will
not be converted (Feb 2012)
● Worked with EIFCA staff undertaking shellfish sampling
identified best practice and adopted suitable methodologies
for our district (Jul 2011, Feb 2012)

●

● Held data strategy workshop with partners to identify roles
and remit of KEIFCA data needs (Jun 2011)
● TAG workshop discussing how to use standard MEDIN
formats for all IFCA data so data can be shared (Feb 2012)
● KEIFCA have developed our own GIS data catalogue (Dec
2011)
● KEIFCA committed to producing new data in MEDIN format

●

● Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
strategic KEIFCA research reports (Jul 2012)

3

Success Criterion 6: IFCAs support and promote the sustainable
management of the marine environment — Achievements

Marine Protected Areas
KEIFCA officers have attended local,
regional and national MCZ meetings and
have fed back progress on a regular basis
to the Authority. This time line has been
extended, with site designation now
planned for 2013, KEIFCA remains
strongly involved in meeting its
commitments under the Habitats
Directive especially with regard to
European Marine Sites (Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) and Special
Protection Areas (SPAs)).
KEIFCA undertakes an annual appropriate
assessment of impact of the cockle
fishery on the Essex Estuaries SAC and
manages the fishery taking into account
the advice from NE. KEIFCA also attends
the Thanet Coast SAC and has worked as
a constructive partner over the 10 year
history of the site, feeding into site
management plans and playing a full role
at management meetings and
conferences.
KEIFCA has worked closely with NE on
the introduction of the new Margate and
Long Sands SAC and has helped facilitate
NE staff working with local stakeholders.
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Success Criterion 6: IFCAs support and promote the sustainable
management of the marine environment — Achievements

Red Throated Diver
The Red-throated Diver (RTD) project was set up to with NE to help
investigate the possible impact of netting on the RTD stocks protected
under the Outer Thames Estuary SPA. The project was planned to run over
the 2011/2012 winter period (October to March) and aimed to board forty
fishing vessels, and inspect their nets for bycatch of RTD and other avian
species in addition to collecting information regarding the size mesh used in
the nets, how they were set, what type of net was used and position.
KEIFCA officers were also trained by NE to undertake observations of RTD
behaviour from KEIFCA’s monitoring vessel Tamesis whilst on routine
patrols. Observations were to include steaming surveys of the birds’
response to the Authority’s vessel as well as observations of static gear left
by vessels and the response of birds to both that gear and the fishing
vessels returning to haul gear.
In total, over the October 2011 to March 2012 winter period, 21 boarding
inspections of fishing vessels were undertaken. This is less than the agreed
figure of 40, however this number of inspections was a realistic amount
given the that numbers of fishing vessels at sea was less than expected.
The boarding opportunities were further reduced by inclement weather and
quota restrictions.
No RTD were found in any nets observed by KEIFCA officers, and none were
reported by any of the fishing vessels boarded. NE and KEIFCA agreed to
continue the project into the 2012/13 winter period so that the target of 40
vessels could be met. Both organisations have found this project to be a
particularly good example of our organisations working constructively
together to help develop the evidence base for future management.
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Success Criterion 6 — Outputs

6
(5,1)

6

6

6

6.4

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

Outputs Completed

Develop Fisheries Management reporting
systems.

Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of a
baseline of district fisheries information
Worked with partners to set up national ‘Navigating the
Future’ type project (systematic assessment of sustainability
of fisheries in the district). Project inshore got funding go
ahead in June 2012.

Lead member of staff with specific cockle fishery
responsibilities

Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
collection of new management data
Support given by IFCO with specific survey and habitat
mapping duties (secondary duty)
Development of cockle sampling method and quality control
checks
All new officers received cockle training and passed ATV
course

Lead member of staff with specific
finfish/shellfish responsibilities

Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
collection of new management data
Support given by IFCO with specific survey and habitat
mapping duties (secondary duty)
Priorities identified and integrated into KEIFCA long term
strategy and research strategy (May 2012)

Staff member with responsibility to promote
sustainable management and further the aims of
MCZs, e.g. knowledge of environmental
legislation, manage sampling and enforcement
strategy. Member of staff would be able to
demonstrate adoption of minimum standards (for
example in line with government guidance on
sustainable development) and a precautionary
approach for the management and protection of
MPAs. Need to show progress by 2012

Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of Marine
Protected Area work stream (including MCZ sites and
European Marine Sites (SACs and SPAs)
KEIFCA have developed our own GIS data catalogue
including relevant MCZ data gathered by the Balanced Seas
project (Dec 2011)
Support given by IFCO with specific survey and habitat
mapping duties (secondary duty)
Agreed local MoU annex with NE laying out share objective
and goals
Attended MCZ follow up meetings with other agencies
Attended local EMS meetings and feed into management
plan

Next Steps
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Success Criterion 6 — Outputs

6

6.4

6
(5,1)
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Create a document that demonstrates the
adoption of minimum standards (for example in
line with government guidance on sustainable
development) and a precautionary approach for
the management and protection of Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs)

Develop MPA reporting system (Success Criteria
5&6). Set up system/ reporting structure that
shows that MPA principles are being furthered.

●

● MCZ guidance and implementation timeline delayed
● KEIFCA waiting for NE European Marine Site review

●

● Senior Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of
collection of MPA reporting system
● Support given by IFCO with specific survey and habitat
mapping duties (secondary duty)
● Developed and used GIS capability to highlight and manage
spatial fisheries and conservation issues (Oyster and shellfish
management Essex Estuaries)
● Reported progress of GIS systems Authority (May 2012)

3

Success Criterion 7: IFCAs are recognised and heard
— Achievements
Communication Strategy
Increasing KEIFCA’s profile and having a coordinated effective
communication strategy is key in helping KEIFCA become a
successful IFCA. In developing the communication strategy
KEIFCA has tried to work closely with neighbouring IFCAs as well
as with IFCA members to develop a strategy that lays out how
KEIFCA identifies and engages with key stakeholders and targets
specific information required from them to further our aims and
objectives. In developing this strategy KEIFCA has tried to reflect
the resources available to KEIFCA and the need to build and
develop methods of engaging stakeholders. In developing a
strategic document KEIFCA hope that this will focus efforts and
resources so that KEIFCA can get its message across most
efficiently and help us to make the right decisions for delivering
our vision and how we can enhance and develop our IFCA brand.

Working with local stakeholders
KEIFCA views working with stakeholders and local communities as
a vital component of its role. KEIFCA staff members have
received training on how to give good ‘customer’ service and
officers have responded to local enforcement and regulation
enquiries as well as attended and fed into a number of local
meetings (Dredging meetings, Oyster management meetings and
development projects). Officers and Patrol Vessels have attended
a number of harbour days and festivals around the district at
Ramsgate, Whitstable and Leigh-on-Sea.
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Success Criterion 7 — Outputs

1214

1213

2012

Quarter 4

Outputs Completed

7 (4)

Set-up database of stakeholders from current list
by April 2011. Update list every 6 months.
Review contacts list annually.

●

● Developed list of addressed and email addresses of
stakeholders
● Developed and used stakeholder list for whelk fishery, seed
mussel fishery and cockle fishery

7 (4)

Design and print new K&EIFCA posters, size
sheets, and byelaw sheets

●

● All notices and legislation packs and website updated with
new IFCA legislation and KEIFCA byelaws

4.1

7 (4)
7.2

7 (1)
7.2

7

7.2
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Action

Quarter 3

High Level
Objective

Quarter 2

Success
Criteria

Quarter 1

Quarter completed

Write stakeholder engagement and
communication/ PR strategy developed by April
2012. The plan needs to promote the work of
IFCAs and the benefits that they offer to the local
community

By April 2012 annual staff appraisals will be
undertaken to measure the standard of
behaviour toward, and interaction with,
stakeholders, general public and officers/staff of
partner organisations.

By April 2013 annual reports by IFCAs to include
a specific element which has data on
‘compliments, comments and complaints’ from
stakeholders

Next Steps

● Held technical panel to identify how KEIFCA can
communicate effectively with its key stakeholders and what
messages and media should be used (Oct 2011)
● Draft stakeholder engagement and communication
submitted to Authority (May 2012)

●

●

●

● An assessment process and paperwork has been developed
and discussed with KEIFCA staff (Apr 2012)
● Staff feedback has been integrated into process.

External staff feedback
forms to be sent out.

● Staff training has been undertaken so all staff understand
KEIFCAs stakeholder engagement, communication and
consultation policy (Apr 2012)

● Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan
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Success Criterion 7 — Outputs

7 (4)
7.2

7 (4)
4.2

By April 2013, as a minimum, each IFCA to hold
proactive biennial stakeholder meetings and
events to inform and consult with all interested
parties in the IFCA District.

Develop interpretation boards and presentations
to allow greater interaction with stakeholders.

●

● Stakeholder meetings have been held with whelk fishermen,

● Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan

●

● Held technical panel to identify how notice boards integrate
with KEIFCAs other media platforms and what key messages
and should be promoted via the notice boards (Oct 2011)
● Technical panel members interested to explore the use of
updated posters in local industry related shops/ notice boards
● Draft stakeholder engagement and communication
submitted to Authority (May 2012)

● Tasked carried
over to 2012/13
annual plan
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Structure of the Authority
Relevant Council

Number of
members

Percentage payment
of KEIFCA levy

Essex County Council

3

43.12%

Kent County Council

3

43.12%

Medway Council

1

7.55%

Southend on Sea Borough Council

1

2.42%

Thurrock Council

1

3.79%

The formation of the Authority
The Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries
and Conservation Order 2010 makes
provision for the establishment of the
Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation District and for the Authority for that district. The Order
lays out the membership and proceedings of the Authority and makes
provision in relation to the expenses
of the Authority and to the reimbursement of members’ expenses.
The Order states that the Authority is
to consist of 21 members. The Order
also makes clear the number of
councillors to sit on the Authority (9)
the number of “general members” or
MMO appointees (10) (of which one
member must be an employee of the
MMO) and 2 “additional members”
drawn from the Environment Agency
and Natural England. The Order also
lays out how the expenses of the Authority should be divided between
the councils.

st

Since the 1 April 2011 local councils have annually received ‘New IFCA Burdens’
money from Defra via the area based local government grant. This funding is intended
to help KEIFCA meet its new duties as stated in MCAA 2009.

List of Members (**Chairman, *Vice-Chairman)
**Cllr J L Lamb

Southend BC

Cllr M Harrison

Kent CC

Cllr C Hibberd

Kent CC

Cllr S Liddiard

Thurrock BC

Cllr B Cope

Kent CC

Cllr A Mackness

Medway BC

Cllr J Jowers

Essex CC

Ms L Jenner

NE Representative

Cllr P Channer

Essex CC

Mr B Smart

MMO Representative

Cllr D Morris

Essex CC

Mr C Hazelton

EA Representative

Mr S Abbotson

MMO Appointee

• Rochester Oyster and Floating Fisheries (ROFF)

*Mr P J Nichols

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – mobile gear finfish (eg trawling, netting)

Mr W Baker

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – mobile gear shellfish (eg dredging)

Mr J Labbett

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – other (eg aquaculture, bait digging)

Mr L Roskilly

MMO Appointee

• Recreational – recreational sea angling

Mr M Sharp

MMO Appointee

• Recreational – recreational sea angling

Dr S des Clers

MMO Appointee

• Marine

Dr L Fonseca

MMO Appointee

• Marine

One MMO appointee position remains vacant
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Governance
Good governance is at the heart of sound decision-making and it is because of this that KEIFCA have already
adopted or are about to adopt key working documents that will aid the smooth and transparent working of the
Authority (i.e. Code of Conduct, Standing Orders, Financial Regulations, register of members' interests and a policy
on Members' Allowances/Expenses). As well as this, KEIFCA has formally agreed to use Kent County Council for
legal, constitutional, financial and HR support, as well as one-off support on procurement and other key activities.
Members
IFCA members are a vital
component of helping KEIFCA
deliver many of the key concepts
expressed in the IFCA vision, but
especially in helping to “secure the
right balance between social,
environmental and economic
benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable
industry”.
IFCA members attend the quarterly
IFCA meetings, with some members
also attending specialist Technical
Panel meetings where specific
issues are discussed in greater
detail; recommendations from these
meetings are then taken forward to
the next full meeting of the
Authority.

Diagram 3. Kent & Essex IFCA organisational structure

The member’s role within the
organisation (Diagram 3) is to
decide and comment on the
strategy and direction of the
organisation and to make key
strategic decisions (e.g. agree
budget, staffing levels, stock
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Staff
The officers and administration staff implement the strategic decisions that the Authority (i.e. members) have
agreed. The IFCA staff, led by the Chief IFC Officer (Diagram 4) , are responsible for the ongoing operations of KEIFCA
(e.g. appointing staff, setting and managing staff performance, implementing the agreed stock management measures
and enforcement etc.) and report back to the members on key issues and matters for discussion each quarter.
At present KEIFCA employs 12 full time staff, 2 part-time staff and a part time financial advisor. In addition to this the
Authority also contributes to the services of the Clerk, Chair and Vice-chair. The structure and key roles of each member
of staff are laid out in Diagram 4. One of the areas that KEIFCA are trying to develop in the organisation as we move
into our second year is the ability of each officer to take on each other’s roles, and expand their knowledge base so that
each officer is competent in a wide spectrum of new roles and duties. This approach will give KEIFCA a huge amount of
flexibility in being able to deliver all KEIFCA’s new duties and react to events.
Staff performance and assessment
KEIFCA currently apply a system used by Kent County Council (KCC) for staff performance monitoring. The system is
based on a yearly review of an employee’s performance using a series of objectives that are agreed between the
employee’s line manager and the employee. The objectives and the outputs of the employee relate back to the overall
objectives in the annual plan. Dependent upon how well an employee meets, or exceeds, the targets set during this
process an employee may receive a small percentage increase related to their salary dependant on budgetary constraints
and pay scale.
Training
Much progress has been made by all members of staff in developing their new skill sets needed to deliver the new IFCA
roles and duties. As the organisation progresses over the next year training will remain a key component of achieving
the full transition from Sea Fisheries Committee to IFCA. Throughout 2011-12 all members of staff have identified their
key training gaps, relative to job descriptions, and it is hoped that as training plans develop, individuals can continue to
build on their key skills and develop their required new skills. As our new members of staff start to develop and take on
roles and responsibilities it is important that they are supported in this progression and training is a vital part of this
process. Important training areas include developing IFC officer enforcement and seamanship skills, building on survey
skills within the organisation and develop officers’ ability to undertake a range of surveys and help staff expand their IT
skills (including using GIS and website maintenance).
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Staff Structure
*Examples of secondary duties
- Senior enforcement
- Survey and habitat mapping
- Storing, compiling and
representing data (GIS)
- Communication/PR
- Angling sector (Lead Angling
2012 project)
- Ad hoc research (Lead Informing
the Future project)

Shore
IFC
Officer
Essex/
Crew

Shore IFC
Officer
Kent/
Relief
Crew

- Carry out enforcement
and survey tasks
- Respond to consultations
and enquiries
- Write reports for Authority
- Support operation of the
patrol vessel when needed
- Undertake secondary
duty*

Diagram 4. Kent & Essex IFCA staff

Chief IFC Officer
-

Strategic direction for IFCA
National representation
Oversee KEIFCA operations and reporting to KEIFCA members
Management implementation & evaluation of byelaws
In charge of PR – strategy & implementation

Assistant CIFC Officer
-

Oversee implementation of IFCA strategy
Lead on setting and reporting on taskings (day to day management)
Lead Senior Enforcement & Training Officer
Lead technical input into annual plans and reports

Senior Scientific &
Conservation
Officer/
IFC Officer

- Head of surveys
- In charge of strategic
evidence gathering
- Lead KEIFCA
involvement in
national research
projects (TAG)
- Research project
management
- Write research plans
and reports

Patrol Vessel Skipper
Kent/IFC Officer
-

Responsible for operation and maintenance of the vessel
Line manage rest vessel crew
Responsible for managing the vessel budget
Technical input into annual plans and reports
Carry out enforcement and survey tasks

Patrol Vessel First
Mate Kent/
IFC Officer
-

Patrol Vessel Skipper
Essex/IFC Officer

Patrol Vessel First
Mate Essex/
IFC Officer

Assist Skipper and act as stand-in skipper
Support operation and maintenance of the patrol vessel
Carry out enforcement and survey tasks
Undertake secondary duty*

Crew/IFC Officer

Crew/IFC Officer

- Support operation and maintenance of the patrol vessel
- Carry out enforcement and survey tasks
- Undertake secondary duty*

Office Manager
- Manage budget process
(ordering system, oracle
management etc.)
- Byelaw administration
- Admin support for annual
plans reports and quarterly
meetings
- Lead HR member of staff
- Management of general
enquiries

Admin
Assistant
(Kent)

Admin
Assistant
(Essex)

- Provide administrative and
clerical support (byelaws
etc.)
- Maintain files and record
systems
- Assist in admin support for
annual plans reports and
quarterly meetings
- Administer KEIFCA
financial arrangements
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Resources
Offices
KEIFCA currently rents 2 offices; a main office in Ramsgate in Kent and a satellite office in Brightlingsea, Essex. The
small office space in Brightlingsea proved insufficient to house new additional IFCA staff and storage of vessel/survey
equipment consequently in July 2011 staff moved to alternative premises, with increased capacity. The location of the
two offices allows the organisation to efficiently undertake all its duties and helps KEIFCA build and maintain strong links
with all its stakeholders either side of the Thames. The remit of the offices revolves primarily around the spatial
distribution of work, with the Brightlingsea office specialising in Essex based issues relating to enforcement,
consultations and surveys; the Ramsgate office also undertaking the equivalent tasks on the Kent coast but in addition
being the centre for core overarching organisational activities (e.g. administration support, legal support, HR work etc.).
Vehicles
KEIFCA owns a Ford Fiesta van which is 5 years old and is based at Brightlingsea. The van is used to transport officers
on enforcement duties and key equipment around the district. The Authority also owns 2 Honda All-Terrain Vehicles
(ATV) that are based at either Shoeburyness or Brightlingsea and are used for cockle surveys and other intertidal work.
Boats
KEIFCA has 2 fishery patrol vessels. The ‘Ken Green’ is based in Ramsgate and has a crew of 4. The vessel came into
service in 2000, is a 16m fast patrol vessel, and carries a RIB which can be launched from its ramp in various sea
conditions to undertake boardings at sea. The Marine Coastguard Agency has advised the Authority that the ‘Ken Green’
should have a crew of 4 when operating the Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB). This confirms the manning levels as specified in
the Health and Safety Policy instituted and agreed by the KESFC in 2000.
The ‘Tamesis’ a 12m catamaran, which is partially EU grant funded, came into service in 2011. This vessel is based at
Brightlingsea, and has a crew of two which is supplemented by the Essex shore officer post to make a mustered crew of
3, and can undertake enforcement, monitoring and survey duties. The vessel also carries a RIB for boarding (when this
is in use the vessel will carry a crew of four, the same as the ‘Ken Green’) and hydraulic hauler which has been used for
hauling pots and nets to check for compliance with byelaws etc.
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KEIFCA strategically working with partners
Joined up government
KEIFCA has worked in conjunction with the other IFCAs to develop MoUs with is key public authority stakeholders.
The MoUs layout in broad terms how KEIFCA will work constructively with the Marine Management Organisation,
Environment Agency, Natural England and Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture Science.
As well as the detailed MoUs the MMO, EA and NE shared objectives have been included in our annual planning
process which means that the cooperation and coordination between agencies is hard wired into the system. KEIFCA
is looking to build on this relationship to establish protocols of how information will flow between organisations using
this mechanism.
Association of Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (AIFCA)
KEIFCA played an important part in the setting up and effective running of the AIFCAs. The Association is an
important national body that allows all 10 IFCAs to speak with one voice at a national level on key topics. KEIFCA
have strongly supported the Association, with John Lamb the Chairman of KEIFCA also acting as a Chairman for the
Association. KEIFCA see that the Association can act as an important body in helping IFCAs coordinate their actions
and resources efficiently.
Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
KEIFCA continued to support and work through the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) so as to help it achieve its stated
aims:
• To improve the quality and extent of fisheries management information through better coordination and
dissemination of fisheries related scientific research.
• Define and apply best practice relating to the scientific & technical functions and responsibilities of IFCAs.
Working with national and local associations and partnerships
KEIFCA continued to build on the current partnerships it has already developed with a wide range of organisations
ranging from fishermen’s associations, to wildlife trusts, coastal partnerships, harbour authorities and power stations.
KEIFCA also sees the need to develop new working relationships with organisations affected by the remit of IFCAs and
it is hoped that the communication strategy will help engage with these communities in a productive way. KEIFCA sits
on a number of local and national management groups ranging from national enforcement working groups to local
marine protected area management meetings. KEIFCA also strongly supports and contributes to the Shellfish
Association of Great Britain as well as the Thames Estuary Partnership.
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Stakeholder engagement, communication and consultation
KEIFCA will look to develop a stakeholder engagement and communication strategy by April 2012. KEIFCA will look
to work as closely as possible with partners and specifically with Sussex IFCA and Eastern IFCA to deliver and implement these strategies.
Our people
We recognise that we rely on our staff to work with our stakeholders in
delivering KEIFCA’s objectives. We will:
● ensure our staff are trained and competent to deliver our services.
● ensure our staff treat every user of KEIFCA services as we would wish to be
treated ourselves with respect, courtesy and understanding.
● train all staff, by April 2013, to work constructively with stakeholders.

Reaching us
We will provide different ways to help people contact us and access the services
they need. We will:
● make information about KEIFCA and its services easily available.
● publish opening hours and describe how to access services.
● Keep our website updated
● provide a welcoming, friendly environment, easily accessible to all.

How we communicate
We want to make every contact a positive experience for our stakeholders.
We will:
● always listen carefully to what stakeholders and colleagues say and be
polite and honest.
● give a contact name and details.
● let people know what will happen next.
● point people in the right direction if we can’t help.
● provide a suitable environment and ensure confidentiality.
● write letters, emails and publications that are easy to read and understand.
● respond to letters and emails promptly and when that is not possible, we
will send an acknowledgement with details of who is dealing with the matter.
● let people know if there will be a delay in responding.
● ensure answer-phone messages are clear and tell people when to expect a
reply
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Involving our stakeholders
We will seek to understand what our stakeholders
need, and develop our services around our
stakeholders’ expectations. We will:
● regularly ask stakeholders for their opinions.
● ensure that our stakeholders help shape the
services we deliver.
● be honest about what we can do and what we
can’t.

Measuring how we perform
We want to make sure that our commitment to
working closely with our stakeholders is making
a difference, and we will assess our success by
measuring what our stakeholders value. We
will:
● seek regular feedback on stakeholder
satisfaction.
● publish details of how stakeholders can tell us
about complaints, pay compliments and give us
feedback and investigate all complaints
thoroughly, as quickly as possible, and learn
from mistakes (www.kentandessexifca.gov.uk).
● train all staff in core standards of behaviour
and how to interact with stakeholders.
● continue our commitment to make 100% of
our services (where appropriate) available
electronically.
● respond where possible to all public enquiries
within 10 working days.
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Appendix 1 – Reporting on Defra IFCA performance guidance



Objective on track to be
completed

Objective completed

(delivery date after 31/3/12)

Significant progress made but
objective not completed

Minimal progress made

Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff are motivated and respected
Staff feel proud to work for their IFCA and have the training and skills to deliver their Authority’s objectives in a professional, fair and consistent
manner. They are supported by excellent leaders and managers, working alongside engaged and effective Authorities. These Authorities are
representative of the communities they serve and wider stakeholder interests; they have the backing of constituent local Authorities and provide the
strategic direction to ensure the long-term sustainability of the marine environment in and around their districts

High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April each year, publish an
annual plan that meets
minimum standards as set
out in Defra guidance, setting
out the Authority's main
objectives and priorities for
the year.

Each IFCA has an annual plan that
clearly sets out, in a way that is
easy to understand, what the
Authority does and its main
objectives and priorities for the
coming year.

• Annual plans to meet the
requirements of the IFCA and
Defra are prepared and published
before the beginning of each
financial year.

As soon as is reasonably
practicable after the end of
each financial year, prepare a
report on the IFCA‟s activities

Each IFCA has an annual report
that clearly sets out, in a way that
is easy to understand, the
Authority’s achievements in the

in that year, in line with Defra
guidance.

last year.

• Copies of annual plans are sent
to Defra's Secretary of State by 30
April each year.

• Annual reports meeting the
requirements of the IFCA and
Defra are prepared and published
as soon as reasonably practical
after the end of each financial
year.
• Copies of annual reports are sent
to Defra’s Secretary of State by 30
November in the year in which
they are published.

Progress made
• 2011-12 Draft Annual plan set
to Defra's Secretary of State the
by 30/3/11.



• Annual plan confirmed and sent
to Defra's Secretary of State
after May 2011 quarterly
meeting.
• 2012-13 Annual plan set to
Defra's Secretary of State by
30/3/12.
• 2011-12 Draft Annual report
reviewed by Authority September
2012 quarterly meeting.
• Amendments made and final
2011-12 Annual report plan set
to Defra's Secretary of State the
by 30/11/12.
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Demonstrate a long-term,
strategic approach to
sustainable marine
management, in line with
duties in the Marine and
Coastal Access Act, clearly
articulating how the IFCA will
do this through annual plans
and/or longer-term
strategies. Delivery is
ongoing, with the first formal
review in 2015.

Report reviewing marine
sustainability issues and fisheries
management in the District and
proposing new management
measures to address concerns.

The issues impacting sea fisheries
resources within the IFC District
have been identified, prioritised
and, where appropriate, suitable
management plans for them put in
place by April 2015; management
plans and progress against them
are reflected in annual plans and
reports.

• May 2012 quarterly meeting
members agree draft KEIFCA
long term strategy (pending
minor adjustments via email).

Staff management systems
are in place that include:
• An annual staff performance
monitoring system, which
sets clear work objectives for
every member of staff that
are linked to the
organisational objectives
described in the annual plan
and monitors their
performance against a set of
agreed criteria; and
• A performance improvement
procedure.

Staff management system in
place to meet requirements of the
objective.

A staff management system,
including training and
development plans, is in
development and being tested
during 2011 for approval by staff
and Authority and implementation
in 2012.

● Annual KCC Staff appraisal
system adopted

IFCAs must show progress in
this objective by April 2011,
for example by having gained
Authority’s agreement to
introduce such a system, with
fully-functioning staff
management systems in place
by April 2012.
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● Quarterly taskings meeting for
each staff member (review
progress and set quarterly goals)



● Use data from personal
progress sheets (allowing staff to
identify progress in 10 key skill
groups) to inform organisational
training needs.
● Developed and using timesheet
system to monitor outputs and
workloads of all staff
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Develop and deliver a people
capability strategy, which
ensures that staff can deliver
the organisational objectives
as set out in annual plans,
aided through training,
mentoring and new skills
development. The strategy
should be developed by April
2012; IFCAs should
demonstrate ongoing
delivery, with the first formal
review in 2015.

Gaps in the capability of the IFCA
to meet its duties and objectives
are assessed; proposals for
addressing problems are in place.

By September 2012,
demonstrate that staff are
engaged with the objectives
of the organisation, can
influence the direction and
development of the
organisation and are free to
constructively challenge
decisions without reproach.

Happy staff and members.

Staff resources and capability is
assessed against IFCA objectives
and duties with a gap analysis by
April 2012; plans for addressing
problems and progress against
them are reflected in annual plans
and reports.

● Draft people capability strategy
submitted to Authority (May
2012)



• Systems are developed and
implemented that enable all staff
and members to contribute to and
comment on all IFCA policies and
business by Sept 2012; systems
follow best practice/principles in
investing in people.
• Staff and members are content
that they can influence the
development of policy for the IFCA
demonstrated through annual
feedback.

● Quarterly taskings meeting for
each staff member (review
progress and set quarterly goals)
● Use data from personal
progress sheets (allowing staff to
identify progress in 10 key skill
groups) to inform organisational
training needs.
● Draft people capability strategy
submitted to Authority (May
2012)



● Staff assessed organisation
using Investors in people ‘tool kit’
and decided to follow principles
but not to apply for investors in
people award.
● Anonymous staff feedback
system developed and used, that
was then reflected upon at staff
workshop.
● Quarterly taskings meetings
allow staff to influence policy and
feed in personal views.
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Success Criterion 2: Evidence based, appropriate and timely byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea fisheries resources within the district.
The decisions to introduce, amend or repeal byelaws are evidence-based, timely, based on appropriate consultation and can be shown to have a
positive impact in line with their intended effect to manage, protect and promote the recovery of sea fisheries resources from the effects of exploitation.

High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April 2015 demonstrate
that:
• Key issues likely to impact
on the sustainable
management of the marine
environment in the IFC
District are identified and
evaluated using the best
available evidence and a
range of management options
is considered;
• The impacts that different
courses of action might have
in managing those key issues
are thoroughly evaluated;
• Proportionate regulation (for
example introducing a legal
mechanism such as a byelaw)
is used as a last resort;
• The effectiveness of
interventions to improve the
delivery of beneficial
outcomes is continuously
monitored; and
• There is a clear IFCA
process for dealing with
agreed interventions quickly,
efficiently and effectively,
particularly for emergency
byelaws.

Agreed policies and processes in
place to review and amend
byelaws and make new ones as
required.

The issues impacting sea fisheries
resources within the IFC District
have been identified, prioritised
and, where appropriate, suitable
management plans for them put in
place by April 2015; management
plans and progress against them
are reflected in annual plans and
reports.

Process to decide on the most
appropriate management measure
to apply to address fisheries and
wider sustainability concerns as
they arise, including the making of
emergency byelaws.
Process to assess the effectiveness
of management measures in the
District.

Progress made
• May 2012 quarterly meeting
members agree draft KEIFCA
long term strategy (pending
minor adjustments via email)
● Emergency byelaw policy
document submitted to Authority
(Sept 2011)

All byelaws made after April 2011
meet the requirements of Defra
guidance.

● Emergency byelaw policy
document followed and an
emergency whelk pot limitation
byelaw introduced (Nov 2011)

IFCAs have necessary records and
database systems in place to
inform decision making.

● Stakeholder meetings held and
emergency byelaw reviewed (Jan
2012)
● Time line agreed and followed
for long term management of
whelk stocks (following defra
guidance)
● Development of flexible byelaw
wording with MMO (helping to
form national template).
● Attending and contributing to
MMO/ IFCA byelaw development
process
● Held data strategy workshop
with partners to identify roles
and remit of KEIFCA data needs
(Jun 2011)
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● KEIFCA have developed our
own GIS data catalogue (Dec
2011)
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By April 2015, all legacy
byelaws have been reviewed
and evaluated against current
evidence base; redundant and
duplicate byelaws have been
removed and gaps covered.

By April 2015, all legacy byelaws
have been reviewed and evaluated
against current evidence base;
redundant and duplicate byelaws
have been removed and gaps
covered.
Byelaws meet the management
and enforcement goals of IFCA at
all times.

The byelaw review and changes
are on schedule to meet objective.
All byelaws made after April 2011
meet the requirements of Defra
guidance.

● Emergency whelk pot limitation
byelaw introduced (following
defra guidance)
● Time line agreed and followed
for long term management of
whelk stocks (following defra
guidance)
● Initial review of inherited
byelaws completed

Success Criterion 3: A fair, effective and proportionate enforcement regime is in place
A risk-based enforcement regime is in place, which is in line with the Regulators Compliance Code, legislative requirements, and which makes IFCAs
an efficient and fair enforcer, managing the exploitation of sea fisheries resources, using a range of alternative enforcement methods and sanctions
whose impact and effectiveness is regularly assessed and continually improved.

High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

Demonstrate the use of a
transparent, risk-based
enforcement framework that
meets the minimum standard
set out in government
guidance and is continuously
reviewed and improved.

Develop and review
annually an enforcement
framework that is compliant
with government best
practice.

Annual enforcement risk register
published on each IFCA’s website
and available for viewing at each
IFCA’s office by 30 April each year.
The IFCA’s enforcement risk register
is peer reviewed annually by a
national panel.
The peer review comments are
forwarded to the CIFCO and
Chairman of the IFCA.

Progress made
● Adoption of risk based
enforcement principles (Nov 2011)
● KEIFCA Compliance and
Enforcement Strategy (Jan 2012)
● Draft enforcement risk register
(May 2012)

The enforcement risk register is
compiled in a standard format
approved by all IFCAs and provided
to the national peer review panel by
28 February each year.
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Develop and apply a code of
conduct for inspections that
aligns IFCA activity and
procedures with national
standards.

IFCA officers conduct
professional inspections in a
manner consistent with
inspections conducted by
other enforcing authorities
throughout England.

A code of conduct for inspections
both ashore and at sea is created by
30 October 2011 and reviewed
annually. The code of conduct is
published on each IFCA’s website
and available from each IFCA’s
office by 30 April each year
Establish a national IFCA/MMO team
by 30 October 2011 to
independently assess the overall
quality of enforcement inspections
conducted by each IFCA on an
annual basis with the results
reported back to the CIFCO and
Chairman of the inspected IFCA by
30 April each year.

● National IFCA code of conduct
adopted on (Jan 2012)
● All KEIFCA officers trained to use
code of conduct (Feb 2012)
● Code of conduct for inspections
added to website (Feb 2012)
● National Enforcement Group in
place and team set up - meetings
have taken place. Consideration
being given to proposed inspection
procedures to implement inspection
by adjoining IFCA Officers and
reporting procedure. Documentation
would be reviewed and issues
reported.
● National strategic Liaison Group
meetings underway.
● National agreement on data input
into MCSS systems in place.

Development of an SLA between
IFCAs, MMO, NE and EA regarding
the provision of standardised
enforcement training and the
secondment process for officers of
each signatory by 30 April 2012.
Each IFCO’s enforcement
knowledge and performance is
assessed (to nationally determined
standards - to be developed by 30
April 2012) on a bi-annual basis
whilst attending the national
enforcement training course.

● National training programmes
underway (Investigative law and
Technical conservation course)
● Training with EA has taken place.
● Reviewed enforcement knowledge
as part of 2 day ‘in house’
enforcement course (Dec 2011)
● Developed a series of resources to
help train IFCOs and review
enforcement knowledge (powerpoint
presentation)
● Developed KEIFCA personal
progress sheets (allowing staff to
identify progress in key enforcement
skills) (Apr 2012)
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged with their stakeholders
IFCAs will work across boundaries, engaging effectively with local and central government, other government bodies, other delivery bodies, industry
and other NGOs, recreational users and individuals in the work that they do. Through this partnership approach to working, IFCAs will deliver the
socio-economic and environmental outcomes they were created under the Marine and Coastal Access Act to deliver.

High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April 2011, develop
Memoranda of Understanding
(MoUs) or Service Level
Agreements with key
partners, including Cefas,
MMO, Natural England and
the Environment Agency, that
outline agreed ways of
working and sharing
information and, by April
2012, demonstrate that they
are being utilised.
Consideration should be given
to having a Service Level
Agreement with a lead local
authority within the IFC
District.

IFCAs and key partners
have a clear understanding
of their roles and joint
responsibilities.

Initial MOUs are agreed and
adopted by end of April 2011.

The production of a
comprehensive package of
national and local
Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs)
and/or service level
agreements (SLAs).
Efficient and effective
partnership working
between all relevant parties
and each IFCA.

Progress made
● MMO MoU signed March 2011
● EA & CEFAS MoU signed October
2011

Discussions have been held with
partner organisations with regard to
SLAs; SLAs (if required) are agreed
and adopted by April 2012.
Identify and discuss with lead local
authority requirement for SLA by
October 2011.
Each MOU and SLA is reviewed
annually to ensure effective delivery
of objectives as defined in the
annual plan; progress against MoU
action plans is reflected in annual
reports.

● NE MoU signed April 2012 local
plan subject to further development



● Work undertaken by officers to
develop local annex of MoUs for
MMO and EA
● Worked with EIFCA to explore
developing an SLA regarding using/
hiring vessels
● Lead Authority (KCC) supplies the
following services to KEIFCA, Clerk,
budget and finance advice, HR
advice, payroll and budget control.
Relationship reviewed, with
agreement that previous (SFC)
working arrangements maintained.
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By April 2012, develop a
stakeholder engagement and
communication strategy with
corresponding plans that:
• demonstrate transparency
and a balanced approach to
dealing with key
stakeholders; and
• enable consideration of
stakeholder views when
making decisions.

Develop a strategy for
engagement with the wider
public. Work with other
agencies.
Develop website to allow
proper engagement with
identified and agreed
stakeholder groups.
Develop database of
identified and agreed
stakeholder groups that
would find it difficult to
engage via the website.

Set-up database of stakeholders
from current list by April 2011.
Update list every 6 months. Review
contacts list annually.
Engagement strategy developed by
April 2012.

● Database of key stakeholders set
up (Mar 2011)

By April 2012 each IFCA to create a
website to give access to current
information; all regular forms and
documents to be provided
electronically by April 2013. Website
is reviewed and updated monthly.

● Held technical panel to identify
how KEIFCA can communicate
effectively with its key stakeholders
and what messages and media
should be used (Oct 2011)

Develop interpretation boards and
presentations to allow greater
interaction with stakeholders.

● Database of stakeholders involved
in the whelk industry developed and
used (Oct 2011 onwards)

● Draft stakeholder engagement
and communication submitted to
Authority (May 2012)
● Website online (May 2011)
● Undertake process to put all new
documents on website

By April 2014, review
stakeholder engagement and
communication strategy/plans
and implement any necessary
improvements by April 2015.

Stakeholder and
communication
strategy/plans are kept up
to date

Reviewed stakeholder and
communication strategy/plans and
stakeholder database completed by
April 2014.

● Quarterly Meeting papers put on
website (May 2012)
● Draft stakeholder engagement
and communication submitted to
Authority (May 2012)

Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to deliver their objectives
IFCAs, by acquiring and sharing their own internal data and by seeking and sharing those generated and recorded by others (including the MMO, Environment Agency, Natural England and Cefas), will have access to the necessary scientific, statistical and socio-economic information relating to inshore
fishing and the marine environment to enable effective delivery of their duties.
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High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April 2012, put
procedures, plans and
appropriate records systems
in place that demonstrate that
the best available, qualityassured evidence, whether
acquired in-house or
externally, is used
appropriately in decisionmaking at all levels. These
procedures, plans and records
systems must meet minimum
standards as set out in
government guidance and EU
legislation.

IFCAs are provided with
accurate and timely
evidence-based information
upon which to base their
management decisions and
the reasons for decisions are
clear, transparent and
communicated effectively.

By April 2012, Authority to sign off
strategic research plan, which has
undergone consultation, covering
the period until April 2015.

Progress made
● Senior Scientific and Conservation
officer in charge of strategic KEIFCA
research plan
● Strategic KEIFCA research plan
agreed by Authority (Jan 2012)

Research plan is published each
year.

● Evidence base developed for
whelk emergency byelaw and for
long term whelk management
(possible permanent byelaw)

Previous year’s research report
published each year.
IFCA annual report to demonstrate
how evidence has been used in
decision making processes.



● Held data strategy workshop with
partners to identify roles and remit
of KEIFCA data needs (Jun 2011)
● IFCO with specific GIS duties to
mirror Senior Scientific and
Conservation officer
● Developed 10 day GIS training
package to review data usage and
teach officers key GIS skills (Oct –
Dec 2011)
● KEIFCA have developed our own
GIS data catalogue (Dec 2011)

By April 2012, have an
agreed action plan of how
key, mutually-beneficial
information will be shared
between IFCAs and with key
delivery partners to improve
efficiency and the delivery of
beneficial outcomes.

IFCAs provide relevant
information to and have
access to relevant
information from key
delivery partners.

By April 2012 develop and agree
MoUs with delivery partners and
review annually.

● Report progress to Authority and
seek feedback (May 2012)
● Held data strategy workshop with
partners to identify roles and remit
of KEIFCA data needs (Jun 2011)

IFCA representative to take part in
annual IFCA scientific conference.

● Held TAG secretarial post (Oct
2011)

IFCA representative to proactively
be involved in relevant evidence
networks to share best practice,
e.g. Technical Advisory Group.

● Attended all TAG meetings and
contributed 5 papers.
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By April 2013, demonstrate
that there is the in-house
capability to collect, analyse
and interpret evidence to
inform management policy
decisions and meet the
minimum requirements laid
out in government guidance
on evaluation and monitoring.

IFCAs have the technical
capability to collect,
analyse, interpret and
manage evidence.
IFCAs have personnel within
the organisation with
appropriate skills to ensure
that management decisions
make the best use of
available evidence.

IFCA annual plan and report
demonstrate use of evidence,
resources and capability as per
strategic research plan.

● IFCO with specific GIS duties to
mirror Senior Scientific and
Conservation officer role
● Developed 10 day GIS training
package to review data usage and
teach officers key GIS skills (Oct –
Dec 2011)

Seek appropriate peer review of
research reports [prior to
publication].
IFCA annual plans and reports,
including research plans and
reports, are published online on the
IFCA and Technical Advisory Group
websites.

● KEIFCA have developed our own
GIS data catalogue (Dec 2011)
● Report progress to Authority and
seek feedback (May 2012)
● Submitted paper to TAG on how
to standardise research reports and
develop peer review process

By April 2014, review
evidence and knowledge
sharing procedures and
implement any necessary
improvements by April 2015.

Knowledge sharing plans
and procedures are effective
and appropriate.

Develop knowledge sharing plans
and procedures by April 2014.

● Held data strategy workshop with
partners to identify roles and remit
of KEIFCA data needs (Jun 2012)

Knowledge sharing plans are
reviewed and amended annually.

Success Criterion 6: IFCAs support and promote the sustainable management of the marine environment
IFCAs will deliver responsive and flexible management of sea fisheries resources to meet local needs, in line with the legislative frameworks and
guidance set by Central Government and others, such as the Marine Policy Statement (in place from Spring 2011) and subsequent Marine Plans. In
doing this, IFCAs will be able to show that they are having a positive impact, leading to more sustainably exploited sea fisheries resources in their
districts.
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High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April 2012, with partner
organisations (such as the
Marine Management
Organisation, Environment
Agency and Natural England)
develop shared objectives for
the sustainable management
of the District’s marine

Shared objectives for
management of the marine
environment have been
identified with partner
organisations and IFCAs
meet their own objectives in
conjunction with others,
where possible.

Identify where there are shared
objectives in managing the marine
environment with partner
organisations by April 2012 and
identify how these impact on
IFCAs‘objectives’.

environment and ensure that
they are reflected in annual
plans.

Shared objectives are set out in
annual plans.

Progress made
● Shared objectives identified in
2012-13 annual plan
● Shared objectives identified in
MoUs and MoU annexes



● Actively attended 6 joint liaison
working and enforcement group
meetings with MMO, EA and NE

Progress of shared objectives
reported on in annual reports.
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By April 2013, develop and
implement action plans for
communicating and educating
coastal communities about
sustainable management of
the marine environment.

By April 2015, demonstrate
adoption of the principles of
best practice in sustainable
management of marine
environment for the District,
as exemplified using tools
such as Strategic
Environmental Assessments.

Raised awareness of IFCAs’
work allows marine and
coastal users to be better
able to engage with the
sustainable management of
the marine environment.

IFCAs are aware of and
adopt the principles of best
practice in sustainable
management of the marine
environment for the District.
IFCAs are adopting the
principles of the UK’s Marine
Policy Statement and marine
plans.

Plans and processes for raising
awareness of IFCAs’ work in place
by April 2013.
Examples of engagement set out in
annual reports.
Feedback from relevant
stakeholders regarding the
effectiveness of engagement is
routinely sought.

The issues impacting sea fisheries
resources within the IFC District
have been identified, prioritised
and, where appropriate, suitable
management plans for them put in
place by April 2015; management
plans and progress against them are
reflected in annual plans and
reports.

● Draft stakeholder engagement
and communication submitted to
Authority (May 2012)
● Examples of engagement set out
in annual report
● Development of external staff
feedback process, consulted with
staff (April 2012)
Attended 3 public events to
communicate KEIFCA work
● Senior Scientific and Conservation
officer in charge of a baseline of
district fisheries information
● Worked with partners to discuss
setting up national ‘Navigating the
Future’ type project (systematic
assessment of sustainability of
fisheries in the district).

Examples of proactive involvement
in relevant networks to share best
practice are reported in annual
reports.

● Project inshore got funding go
ahead in June 2012

The impact of the Marine Policy
Statement and the process of
marine planning on IFCAs‟ work are

● Research strategy (Jan 2012)

● Long term strategy (May 2012)

assessed and addressed annually
from April 2011.
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By April 2015 at the latest,
but showing progress from
April 2011, demonstrate
adoption of minimum
standards (for example in line
with government guidance on
sustainable development) and
a precautionary approach for
the management and
protection of sites of special
scientific interest, national
nature reserves, Ramsar
sites, European marine sites,
and/or Marine Conservation
Zones within the IFC District.

IFCAs are working in
partnership with key
delivery bodies to enable
marine protected areas
within their Districts to be
managed sustainably.
IFCAs are delivering the
principles of sustainable
development, as set out in
Government guidance.

Assessment of the condition of
marine protected areas by statutory
bodies, where available, have been
taken into account when developing
suitable management plans.
IFCAs can demonstrate effective
representation on relevant
management boards/steering
groups for marine protected areas,
where appropriate.
IFCAs can demonstrate delivery of
the principles outlined in
Government guidance on
sustainable development.

● Senior Scientific and Conservation
officer in charge of Marine Protected
Area work stream (including MCZ
sites and European Marine Sites)
● KEIFCA have developed our own
GIS data catalogue including
relevant MCZ data gathered by the
Balanced Seas project (Dec 2011)
● Support given by IFCO with
specific survey and habitat mapping
duties (secondary duty)
● Agreed local MoU plan with NE
laying out share objective and goals
● Production and completion cockle
fishery appropriate assessment for
Essex Estuaries SAC and other EMS
● Production of 2011 cockle survey
and catch return reports
● KEIFCA sit on and contribute to
North East Kent EMS management
group
● Attended MCZ follow up meetings
with other agencies
● Have had meetings with industry
and Essex Wildlife Trust to discuss
Native Oyster Fishery management
within rMCZ.
● Developed and used GIS
capability to manage spatial
fisheries and conservation issues
(Oyster and shellfish management
Essex Estuaries)
● MCZ guidance and implementation
timeline delayed
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Success Criterion 7: IFCAs are recognised and heard
Each IFCA, and IFC Authorities as a group, have a vision and plan for future management of inshore fisheries and conservation. This will help them
to be a recognised “brand”, managing their public voice so that they are respected and trusted for the expertise they offer.

High Level Objective

Outcome(s)

Performance indicator(s)

By April 2012, demonstrate
ability to effectively engage
with Local and Central
Government and key partner
organisations at a national
level, to the benefit of IFCAs
as a whole.

The IFCAs create an
Association to represent
their interests on a national
and collective basis.

By April 2012, each IFCA is actively
involved, through membership, in
the direction, good governance and
running of the Association.

The production of a
comprehensive package of
national and local
Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs)
and/or service level
agreements (SLAs).
Efficient and effective
partnership working between
all relevant parties and each
IFCA.

Initial MOUs are agreed and
adopted by end of April 2011; SLAs
(if required) are agreed and
adopted by April 2012. Each MOU
and SLA to be reviewed annually to
ensure effective delivery of
objectives as defined in the annual
plan.

Progress made
● KEIFCA Chair Cllr Lamb also Chair
of Association
● KEIFCA CIFCO Chair of Chief
Officers Group until January 2012
● IFCO is one of the Directors of
AIFCA



● CIFCO attendance at
IFCA/EA/MMO National Strategic
Liaison Group (Jun, Oct 2011)

By April 2012 partnership working
is embedded in each IFCA (and
partner organisation), evidenced on
an annual basis by regular liaison
meetings and joint or collaborative
activities as defined in the annual
plan.
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By April 2013, develop a
strategy and corresponding
action plan for promotion of
the work of IFCAs and the
benefits that they offer to the
local community, and
demonstrate implementation
of the action plan by April
2015.

A strategy and
corresponding action plan for
the work of IFCAs is
delivered by 2013.
Promotional/Communications
plans developed by each
IFCA as a part of a “listening
and learning policy”.
Each IFCA annual report
contains evidence and
information on progress of
the IFCA in delivering the
promotions strategy.
IFCA staff fully trained to
promote the aims and
objectives of the authority.

By April 2013 a strategy for the
promotion of IFCAs work is
developed, including the
development of promotional /
communication plans which are to
be reviewed annually.
By April 2013 annual reports by
IFCAs to include a specific element
which has data on ”compliments,
comments and complaints“ from
stakeholders and general public and
significant events which have
demonstrated the IFCA’s PR
strategy is operational.
By April 2013, as a minimum, each
IFCA to hold proactive biennial
stakeholder meetings and events to
inform and consult with all
interested parties in the IFCA
District.
By April 2012 each IFCA to create a
website to give access to current
information; all regular forms and
documents to be provided
electronically by April 2013.
Website is reviewed and updated
monthly.

● Held technical panel to identify
how KEIFCA can communicate
effectively with its key stakeholders
and what messages and media
should be used (Oct 2011)
● Draft stakeholder engagement
and communication submitted to
Authority (May 2012)
● Website online (May 2011)
● Undertake process to put all new
documents on website
● Quarterly Meeting papers put on
website (May 2012)
● All IFCOs with uniform and
warrant cards (Apr 2011)
● All staff attended a 2 day KEIFCA
workshop focusing on aims and
objectives of KEIFCA and how staff
can help deliver objectives (Apr
2011)
● External appraisal system
developed and discussed with staff,
comments taken onboard and
system developed (Apr 2012)

By April 2011 all IFCA staff to be
badged so as to be recognised as
IFCA officers who following internal
training, can speak with authority
on the IFCA aims and objectives.
By April 2012 annual staff
appraisals will be undertaken to
measure the standard of behaviour
toward, and interaction with,
stakeholders, general public and
officers/staff of partner
organisations.
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Item No

Appendix 2 – KEIFCA Budget 2011-12

KEIFCA
Budget
2011-12

Outturn
2011-12

Variance

£

£

£

Reason for Variance

RAMSGATE
Salaries:
Officers, and Crew

1

261,900

248,380

-13,520

Delay in appointing new staff

Recruitment Advertising and Expenses

2

2,000

2,279

279

Employee Insurance and Medical Expenses

3

3,100

773

-2,327

Insurance charges less than anticipated in budget setting process

Training

4

7,100

1,879

-5,221

In house rather than external training

Uniforms

5

1,400

566

-834

Full provision not required in year as part met from set up costs in previous year

Protective Clothing

6

1,400

441

-959

Full provision not required in year as part met from set up costs in previous year

Travel and Subsistence

7

7,300

7,415

115

Total Staffing Costs

8

284,200

261,733

-22,467

9

1,400

3,264

1,864

Energy Costs

10

2,600

3,129

529

Rental and Service Charges

11

12,100

10,943

-1,157

Rates and Water Charges

12

1,300

1,811

511

Cleaning

13

1,100

1,129

29

Total Premises Costs

14

18,500

20,276

1,776

Additional recruitment costs following resignation of staff

Additional travelling costs associated with familiarisation of new vessel

Premises:
Repairs, Alterations and Maintenance

Costs of replacement windows
Increase in energy prices
Additional rental budgeted for not required on renewal of lease
Loss of small business rate relief
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Vessels:
Equipment, Repairs and Maintenance

15

19,200

14,651

-4,549

Provision for caterpillar service not required in current year
Reduction due to targeted patrol operations and fewer miles than the maximum
allocated

Fuel & Oil

16

47,000

40,662

-6,338

Insurance

17

13,000

12,910

-90

Harbour Dues

18

3,600

3,592

-8

Life-raft Hire

19

600

593

-7

Other Vessel Costs

20

1,900

2,391

491

Depreciation

21

32,200

29,438

-2,762

Total Vessel Costs

22

117,500

104,237

-13,263

Equipment

23

2,700

4,655

1,955

Specialist Equipment

24

0

0

0

Telephones( including Mobiles)

25

1,800

1,333

-467

Reduction in telephone costs as a consequence in delay in appointing staff

Postage

26

1,300

962

-338

Reduction in costs as a result of greater use of electronic communication
including staff adverts and committee meeting papers

Printing and Photocopying

27

1,200

1,307

107

Stationery and Office Expenses

28

1,800

539

-1,261

Set up costs of stationery incurred in previous year

General / Other

29

1,200

191

-1,009

Full provision for books, publication and subsistence not required

Total Supplies and Services

30

10,000

8,987

-1,013

Hire of Vessels

31

-500

-4,917

-4,417

Total Ramsgate

32

429,700

390,316

-39,384

Expenditure on emergency radio not included in budget
RIB fully depreciated and replacement RIB not required during year

Supplies & Services:
Additional services for IT purchased directly

Income:
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Item No

KEIFCA
Budget
2011-12

Outturn
2011-12

Variance

£

£

£

Reason for Variance

BRIGHTLINGSEA
Salaries:
Delay in appointing new staff offset by additional superannuation on staff
entering scheme including previous years provision

Officers, and Crew

33

173,400

179,019

5,619

Recruitment Advertising and Expenses

34

4,000

4,614

614

Employee Insurance and Medical Expenses

35

2,400

896

-1,504

Insurance charges less than anticipated in budget setting process

Training

36

6,200

2,965

-3,235

In house rather than external training

Uniforms

37

1,200

842

-358

Full provision not required in year as part met from set up costs in previous year

Protective Clothing

38

1,200

240

-960

Full provision not required in year as part met from set up costs in previous year

Travel and Subsistence

39

7,600

8,415

815

Total Staffing Costs

40

196,000

196,991

991

Repairs, alterations and maintenance

41

400

447

47

Energy Costs

42

400

247

-153

Delay in moving to new premises

Rental and Service Charges

43

8,400

6,639

-1,761

Delay in moving to new premises

Rates and Water Charges

44

400

1,757

1,357

Cleaning

45

300

82

-218

Total Premises Costs

46

9,900

9,172

-728

Additional recruitment costs following resignation of staff

Additional travelling costs associated with familiarisation of new vessel

Premises:

Additional costs for new premises greater than included in budget as a
consequence of loss of small business rate relief
Cleaning undertaken by staff
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Vessels:
Equipment, Repairs and Maintenance

47

1,000

1,031

31

Fuel & Oil

48

8,200

6,653

-1,547

Insurance

49

5,200

9,613

4,413

Harbour Dues

50

1,200

1,257

57

Life-raft Hire

51

400

268

-132

Other Vessel Costs

52

1,500

3,386

1,886

Inspection fees for Tamesis and subsistence costs for staff re familiarisation
with vessel

Depreciation

53

24,500

31,858

7,358

Additional contribution to reflect greater anticipated usage of Tamesis

Total Vessel Costs

54

42,000

54,066

12,066

Training Costs

55

200

165

-35

Repairs and Maintenance of Premises

56

500

0

-500

Rental of Premises

57

1,000

1,000

0

Repairs and Maintenance of Vehicles

58

1,600

935

-665

Fuel and Oil

59

2,500

1,274

-1,226

Insurance

60

1,100

765

-335

Other Vehicle Costs

61

100

20

-80

Provision for medical and first aid costs not required

Depreciation

62

3,300

4,127

827

Includes writing out of depreciation on old quad bikes

Total Vehicle Costs

63

10,300

8,286

-2,014

Additional use of vessel by other authorities not as great as anticipated, targeted
patrol operations, fuel economies and fewer miles than the maximum allocated
Insurance costs for new vessel greater than budgeted

Vehicle Costs:

66

Provision for adaptation to buildings for quad bikes not required

Full provision for repairs to van and quad bikes not required
Additional provision included in budget for fuel for van and quad bikes not
required
Full provision included in budget for van and quad bikes not required
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Supplies & Services:
Equipment

64

1,900

3,634

1,734

IT support services purchased directly

Telephones( including Mobiles)

65

1,400

1,559

159

Telephone system for new office

Specialist Equipment

66

0

233

233

Purchase of camera

Postage

67

300

340

40

Printing and Photocopying

68

500

1,149

649

Stationery and Office Expenses

69

900

280

-620

General / Other

70

1,900

2,059

159

Total Supplies and Services

71

6,900

9,254

2,354

Hire of Vessels

72

-30,000

-15,416

14,584

Total Brightlingsea

73

235,100

262,353

27,253

Additional display notices and change of address
Set up costs of stationery incurred in previous year
Additional accommodation costs for training and familiarisation of new vessel

Income:
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Item No

KEIFCA
Budget
2011-12

Outturn
2011-12

Variance

£

£

£

Reason for Variance

AUTHORITY COSTS
Support Charges:
Internal and External Audit

74

5,400

3,450

-1,950

Legal Fees

75

14,800

3,837

-10,963

Financial Services

76

19,200

19,200

0

77

6,600

6,600

0

78

42,100

214

-41,886

79

88,100

33,301

-54,799

Hire of Rooms

80

2,900

1,198

-1,702

Hire of rooms and costs of refreshments now coded separately

Members' Travel & Subsistence Allowances

81

4,100

1,330

-2,770

Reduction in travel and subsistence following revised procedures and inspection
of the Tamesis

Chairman's & Vice Chairman's Allowance

82

8,000

8,000

0

Subscriptions

83

15,300

8,083

-7,217

Subscription to national body less than anticipated as partial use of reserves

Advertising- Bylaws

84

4,500

0

-4,500

Provision not required in 2011-12

Other Costs

85

0

1,447

1,447

Total Other Costs

86

34,800

20,058

-14,742

Contribution and Grants

87

-500

-8,531

-8,031

Authority Costs

88

122,400

44,828

-77,572

Clerk
Other Support Services- Payroll, Personnel
& Training, IT, Procurement, Property and
Public Relations

Total Support Charges

Revision to anticipated audit costs and over provision from previous years
Anticipated prosecution costs from Rye Bay not incurred

Personal support and public relations costs not required in full in current year. IT
support included under equipment costs

Other Costs:

68

Includes costs of refreshments now coded separately

Additional reimbursement of set up costs and EU grant for equipment and
training
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Survey and Project Costs:
River Roach Oysters

89

200

175

-25

Research Fund

90

90,400

259

-90,141

Surveys required in later years

Training Programme

91

24,200

2,459

-21,741

Programme for future years

GIS Reporting Systems

92

24,200

4,371

-19,829

Implementation and training at a lower cost than anticipated at budget time

Whelks

93

0

1,801

1,801

Direct costs incurred during year

Lobster v Notching

94

4,000

0

-4,000

No lobster v notching carried out

Cockle Surveys

95

4,300

2,252

-2,048

Provision for recording equipment not required

Licenses and Fees

96

-39,700

-47,902

-8,202

Additional income for cockle licence ,whelks and Sea Angling project

Surveys

97

-21,500

-19,365

2,135

Total Survey and Project Costs

98

86,100

-55,950

-142,050

Total Costs

99

873,300

641,547

-231,753

EU Grant

100

-15,100

-33,820

-18,720

Net Cost of Services

101

858,200

607,727

-250,473

(Profit)/Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets

102

0

-111

-111

Interest & Investment Income

103

-14,000

-13,412

588

Net Operating Expenditure

104

844,200

594,204

No income from lobster v notching as not required out offset by additional
income from cockle surveys

Additional grant from defra and EU for Tamesis and associated equipment

Sale of quad bikes
Shortfall in interest due to continuing low base rates

-249,996
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Appropriations:
Transfer to Renewals Reserve
Transfer from Renewals Reserve to
Support Capital Spending
Revenue Contribution to Support Capital
Spending

70

96,900

109,400

12,500

106

-79,341

-79,341

Financing of Tamesis and quad bikes

107

79,341

79,341

Financing of Tamesis and quad bikes

105

Additional contribution for Tamesis

Transfer to/from General Reserves
Transfer from Capital Financing Reserve
(Deferred Grant.)

108

0

0

0

109

15,100

33,820

18,720

Additional grant from defra and EU for Tamesis and associated equipment

Capital Financing Reserve (Depreciation)

110

-60,000

-65,423

-5,423

Additional depreciation for Tamesis

Net (Profit)/Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets

111

0

111

111

Amounts To Be Met From Levies

112

896,200

672,112

-224,088

Levies

113

-896,200

-896,200

0

Net (Surplus)/Deficit For The Year

114

0

-224,088

Sale of quad bikes

-224,088
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Appendix 3 – Risk Management Strategy

Introduction
The management of risk is considered in all activities conducted by KEIFCA officers. All employees are familiar with the
management of risk through developing risk assessments covering safe working practices through to scrutinising invoices and
purchase orders to identify financial risks. Risk assessments are reviewed on an annual basis at a minimum. The risk matrix
below is reviewed on a regular basis by the senior management team comprising the Chief IFC Officer (CIFCO), Assistant Chief
IFC Officer (ACIFCO) and the Office Manager (OM). The matrix below highlights those risks identified for the financial years
2011/12.
KEIFCA Management and Governance risks
● Failure to meet Kent & Essex IFCA objectives. (CIFCO)
● IFCA decision challenged and over turned in court on the basis that the IFCA has not considered all of the relevant evidence or
that one or more Members had a conflict of interest when taking part in making a decision. (CIFCO & Clerk)
● Injury to staff due to unsafe working practices.
● Failure to maintain effective financial management and control. (CIFCO, Treasurer & OM)
● Failure to secure data. (CIFCO & OM)
● Failure of vessel assets. (CIFCO & ACIFCO)
● High turnover of staff.
KEIFCA Operational risks – Failure to implement IFCA duties
● Failure to effectively monitor and enforce legislation. (CIFCO)
● Enforcement activities conducted in an unprofessional and uncoordinated manner. (CIFCO)
● Failure to maintain survey/sampling programme. (CIFCO)
● Degradation of environmentally sensitive/designated areas due to fishing activity. (CIFCO & ACIFCO)
● Shellfish stocks collapse.
● Fisheries in the District impacted by the activities of developers/industry.
● Insufficient time to fully consider environmental impact assessments for inshore developments.
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Risk

Description
(owner)
Failure to meet
new Kent & Essex
IFCA objectives
(CIFCO)

IFCA decision
challenged and
over turned in
court on the basis
that the IFCA has
not considered all
of the relevant
evidence or that
one or more
Members had a
conflict of interest
when taking part
in making a
decision (CIFCO &
Clerk)

Impact
4

Change to
organisation
structure and
duties.

4

KEIFCA might have
to review decision
making procedures.
KEIFCA might need
to review previous
decisions.

High 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 Low

Likelihood
1

KEIFCA officers
have worked with
the Defra
implementation
team to set
objectives that
whilst aspirational
are hopefully
realistic. Defra have
also indicated that
the objectives can
be reviewed.

1

The Clerk will
advise on conflict of
interest matters
(and the Code of
Conduct adopted by
the IFCA requires
all members to
complete a register
of interests)
KEIFCA staff ensure
that the reports to
and minutes of
IFCA meetings
properly record the
reasons for
decisions.

Financial
4

Reputation
4

New burdens
money funded via
Defra and the local
authorities aims to
cover the increased
costs from the new
IFCA duties. If
additional funding
is not passed to
KEIFCA or funding
from LAs is
reduced, capacity
to meet new duties
would be limited. If
KEIFCA fails to
meet new
objectives funding
could be reduced.

Potential loss of
faith in KEIFCA’s
governance and
organisational
structure by Defra
and other key
organisations

KEIFCA could face
financial loss if such
a case was lost

Potential loss of
faith in KEIFCA’s
governance and
organisational
structure by Defra
and other key
organisations

4

4

Mitigation
Reflect new Kent & Essex IFCA
objectives clearly in annual plans
and reports
Communicate the new
requirements and duties of KEIFCA
to all Authority members and staff
Integrate new objectives and tasks
into staff structure and job
descriptions. Make sure new IFCA
priorities are discussed at staff
meetings and staff appraisals
Introduce management systems to
set up agreed tasks for each
member of staff per quarter. Set
up systems to monitor staff time
spent on each success criteria.
All of reports to the IFCA will
contain all of the evidence and
information needed for the IFCA to
make an informed decision.
The Financial Advisor and Clerk
attend all IFCA meetings.
Every decision must have a proper
audit trail and be in writing, even if
it is made and ratified afterwards
by the IFCA.

Residual
Risk
2

Possibility that
although
progress will
have been made
KEIFCA could
fail to fully meet
all its new
objectives.

1

Limited
potential for
such a challenge
due to extensive
best practice
mitigation
measures.

Consultation with affected
individuals/industries will be carried
out and the results of the
consultations reported to the IFCA
when they make decisions.
KEIFCA have adopted procedures in
our Standing Orders whereby
members of the public and
industries not represented on the
IFCA can address meetings.
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Failure to
effectively
monitor and
enforce legislation
(CIFCO)

4
Unregulated
fishery.
Increased non
compliance with
legislation.
Reduced Fish
Stocks.
Impact on
Environment.

2
Monitoring of
fishing activity is
high but complete
coverage is not
achievable.

4

4

Unregulated
fisheries are
unsuitable and
unprofitable.
Illegal landings
reduce demand and
price.

Authority’s
performance is
judged on its ability
to effectively
monitor fishing
activity and prevent
illegal activity from
occurring.

Adaptive co-management approach
to fisheries improves understanding
and compliance with management
measures.
Warranted officers regularly
monitoring landings and fishing
activity throughout the District.
Intelligence led/risk based
enforcement planning.
16m patrol vessel & 12m
replacement enforcement and
fisheries monitoring vessel.

Enforcement
activities
conducted in an
unprofessional
and
uncoordinated
manner (CIFCO)

4
Inconsistent
approach to
fisheries
enforcement.
Enforcement
problems and non
compliance with
legislation.
Poor morale
amongst other
IFCOs.

2

3

4

Misinformation may
be given by IFCOs
or information may
be misinterpreted
by fishermen.

Wrong
interpretation of
legislation may lead
to loss of earnings
of fishermen or
gain from breaches
in legislation going
unnoticed.

Failure to carry out
enforcement
efficiently and
effectively reflects
poorly on the
Authority.

Regular staff meetings combined
with enforcement training.
Staff appraisals.
All IFOs receive comprehensive in
house and external PACE training.
Issue of Warrants delayed
(normally six months) until Senior
Enforcement Officers are convinced
the IFCO is capable of carrying out
the enforcement role.

2
Large district
means that full
coverage is not
possible to
achieve.
Small minority
of fishermen will
continue to
breach
legislation due
to short term
gain.
Limited financial
deterrent at
present.
Some legislation
difficult to
enforce
effectively.

2
Considerable
resources are
directed
towards IFCO
enforcement
training but
frequent
changes to
legislation and
human error
may lead to
mistakes being
made.

Code of Conduct for inspections at
sea and ashore developed.
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Failure to
maintain
survey/sampling
programme
(CIFCO)

4

Lack of accurate
data leading to poor
management of
shellfisheries.
Collapse of stocks.
Decline in bird
numbers.
Degradation of
wider environment.

2

Well trained and
qualified staff.
12m new patrol/
research vessel.

4

Closure of fishery
due to over
exploitation of stock
or loss of shellfish
water classification.
Shellfish fisheries
not opened to
fishing as
insufficient
information
available to gain
consent through
Appropriate
Assessment
procedure.

4

High expectation
that shellfisheries
are well managed
by Authority.
High expectation
that additional
research work will
be completed.

Monitoring and research vessel.
Work plans developed for research
staff and vessel.
Research staff well qualified and
experienced with local fisheries.
Good communication with
fishermen and other relevant
organisations.

2

Planned surveys
lost due to poor
weather or
vessel
breakdown.
Research
programme
continue to
expand year on
year.

Senior Conservation/ Research
Officer assigned to co-ordinate biotoxin and bacteriological sampling
routines when required.
Contingency plans developed.

Degradation of
environmentally
sensitive/
designated areas
due to fishing
activity. (CIFCO &
ACIFCO)
Shellfish stocks
collapse. (CIFCO)

4

Loss of important
habitat and species.
Conservation
objectives for areas
within EMS’s not
fully met.

4

Collapse of fishing
industry.

2

Authority’s fisheries
management takes
into consideration
environmental
issue.

4

Bivalve stocks have
high natural
variation.
Crustacean stocks
not subject to effort
control.

3

Fisheries directly
responsible closed.
Increased pressure
by conservation
groups to stop
other fishing
activity.

4

Local economy
reliant on direct
and indirect
employment
associated with
shellfisheries.

4

Authority not
meeting statutory
duties under EU &
UK conservation
legislation.

4

Loss in confidence
of the Authority’s
ability to manage
fisheries.

Introduction of new patrol/vessel
and to employ a Senior
Conservation/Research Officer from
new funding.
Agreed cockle policies.
Proposed fishing activity requires
Appropriate Assessment.
Effective enforcement.

Annual stock assessments of
bivalve stocks in the Estuary.
Fisheries management policies
agreed for cockle stocks in the
Estuary.
Ability to allocate sufficient
resources to monitoring of landings
and effective enforcement.
Consultation with industry on
possible management measures.
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2

Illegal fishing
can damage
habitat and
stocks.

2

Stocks will
naturally
fluctuate.
Fisheries
impacts may
occur outside
the control of
the Authority,
including
climate change
and over
exploitation of
stocks outside
the district.

3

Injury to staff due
to unsafe working
practices

4
Death or injury of
staff.

2
Well trained staff.
Provision of high
standard safety
equipment.
Well maintained
vessels.
Well maintained
vehicles.

4
Injury claims,
tribunals.

3
Poor morale of staff
leading to problems
with retention.

HSE/MCA
investigations.

Mandatory safety training register
maintained.
Adequate training budget to cover
all training requirements.
Well trained staff.
Risk assessments available and
regularly reviewed for each task.

3
Regularly
working in
hazardous
environments.
Difficult to
mitigate for
unforeseen
circumstances.

High quality PPE issued to all staff.
Safety drills conducted on vessels.
Boarding procedure developed and
implemented.
Lone Working Policy developed and
implemented.
Conflict Resolution Policy developed
and training provided.
Failure to
maintain effective
financial
management and
control. (CIFCO &
OM)

4

2

Fraudulent activity
leading to misuse
and/or
misappropriation of
funds.
Unforeseen
expenditure, major
mechanical failure
or loss of large
vessel assets.

Limited staff access
and authority to
financial
information and to
spend money.
Vessel reserve
funds maintained.

4
Lack of financial
resources to carry
out statutory
obligations.

4
The Authority is
funded through
local taxpayer
money, expectation
to provide a best
value for money
service.

External audit of accounts by Audit
Commission.
Internal Audit conducted by Kent
County Council.
Restricted use for purchase cards.
Kent & Essex IFCA Financial
Regulations.
Restricted authority to sign
cheques.

1
Very limited
potential for
large scale fraud
or corruption.
Small scale
misuse of
consumable
items is still
possible.
Well maintained
vessels.

Annual Plan and Report.
Yearly reviews of inventories.
Production of detailed accounts.
Maintenance of reserve funds.
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Failure to secure
data. (CIFCO &
OM)

4

2

None compliance
with Data
Protection Act.
Prosecution case
files compromised
Loss of data in the
event of fire or
theft.

Limited staff access
to both electronic
and paper files.
Offices secure and
alarmed.

4
KEIFCA open to
both civil and
criminal action
regarding inability
to secure personal
information.

4
Stakeholders no
longer believe that
confidential
information they
have supplied is
secure.
Personnel issues
arise over inability
to secure data.

All computers are password
protected. Individuals only have
access to their own computer.

2
Limited ability
for personnel to
access files.

Secure wireless internet.
Access to electronic files is
restricted based on an individual’s
role.
Up to date virus software installed
on all computers.
Important documents secured in
safes.

Failure of vessel
assets (CIFCO &
ACIFCO)

High turnover of
staff

3
Limits enforcement
and research
capabilities.

2
Authority has two
vessels. If one
vessel fails the
other vessel can
undertake its
duties.

3
Hiring of other
vessels expensive.
Significant
mechanical failures
time consuming
and expensive to
rectify.

2
Significant funding
provided to
commission
vessels.
High expectation
that the vessels
provide value for
money.

3

2

3

2

Reduced efficiency
and effectiveness
Decrease in morale
and increased
workload for
experienced staff

The clarity over
IFCA funding has
given staff a better
long term view of
their role in KEIFCA
over the next 4
years.

Financial
investment required
to recruit, train and
provide PPE to new
replacement staff.

Authority no longer
considered a good
employer, staff
seek alternative
employment.

Highly maintained vessels.
Extensive annual refits of vessels.
Annual Workboat Code survey.
Highly trained staff.
Replacement vessel reserves in
place

High level of training provided to
staff.
Induction programme for new
recruits.
Staff appraisals.
Competitive salaries
(benchmarking).
Provide safe and professional
working environment.
Flexible working arrangements.
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2
Unforeseen
events may still
cause disruption
to activities.
Main patrol
vessel is
operating
beyond initial
service life.

2
Whist staff
leaving is
always a
possibility,
quarterly
meetings with
each member of
staff as well as
an increased
training budget
have been
identified as
ways of
reducing this
risk.

3

Fisheries in the
District impacted
by the activities
of developers /
industry.
Insufficient time
to fully consider
environmental
impact
assessments for
inshore
developments.
(CIFCO)

2
Shellfish fisheries
impacted due to
contamination or
loss.
Temporary or
permanent loss of,
or damage to, fish
stocks, fishery
habitats or fishing
grounds.

2
Lack of fishing
activity data. Lack
of baseline data.
Limited
understanding of
impacts of
developments on
the marine
environment.

3
Reduced catches
and income for
fishermen, anglers
and other
stakeholders.
Displacement of
fishing effort,
reduction in
tourism.

3
Expectation that
Authority will
represent
stakeholders’
interests even
though activities
may be occurring
outside of the
district or not
within KEIFCA’s
control.

Consultations responded to by
IFCOs with local expertise and seen
by CIFCO.
Liaison with consenting agencies.
Developer meetings attended by
KEIFCA representatives.
Database to be created holding
information on current and
historical fishing activities within
the Authority’s district (Work with
MCZ project).

2
Increased wind
farm
development
and dredging.
High reliance on
modelling to
determine
impact of
developments.
Limited baseline
data.

Development proposals scrutinized
by Defra and Natural England.
Consents required for
developments.
Failure to fully
engage with
stakeholders.
(CIFCO)

4
Conflict between
differing
stakeholders
Non compliance
with fisheries and
environmental
legislation.

3
Difficult to identify
and consult with all
relevant
stakeholders.

4
Stakeholder
requirements are
not adequately
considered in the
management of
fisheries.

4
Lack of trust in the
Authority’s
management
processes.
Misunderstanding of
the Authority’s role.

Regular contact with fishermen and
Natural England.
Dissemination of all survey data
and management proposals.
Respond to all relevant
Government/developer
consultations or proposals.

2
Further
improvement to
contact with
NGOs and other
stakeholders’
needs to be
achieved.

Improve website and provide
interactive services.
Regular/structured liaison with
other enforcement bodies.
Annual & research reports
published.
Publication of business plan.
Stakeholder feedback questionnaire
and analysis.
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Fisheries in the
District impacted
by the activities
of developers /
industry.
Insufficient time
to fully consider
environmental
impact
assessments for
inshore
developments.
(CIFCO)

2
Shellfish fisheries
impacted due to
contamination or
loss.
Temporary or
permanent loss of,
or damage to, fish
stocks, fishery
habitats or fishing
grounds.

2
Lack of fishing
activity data. Lack
of baseline data.
Limited
understanding of
impacts of
developments on
the marine
environment.

3
Reduced catches
and income for
fishermen, anglers
and other
stakeholders.
Displacement of
fishing effort,
reduction in
tourism.

3
Expectation that
Authority will
represent
stakeholders’
interests even
though activities
may be occurring
outside of the
district or not
within KEIFCA’s
control.

Consultations responded to by
IFCOs with local expertise and seen
by CIFCO.
Liaison with consenting agencies.
Developer meetings attended by
KEIFCA representatives.
Database to be created holding
information on current and
historical fishing activities within
the Authority’s district (Work with
MCZ project).

2
Increased wind
farm
development
and dredging.
High reliance on
modelling to
determine
impact of
developments.
Limited baseline
data.

Development proposals scrutinized
by Defra and Natural England.
Consents required for
developments.
Failure to fully
engage with
stakeholders.
(CIFCO)

4
Conflict between
differing
stakeholders
Non compliance
with fisheries and
environmental
legislation.

3
Difficult to identify
and consult with all
relevant
stakeholders.

4
Stakeholder
requirements are
not adequately
considered in the
management of
fisheries.

4
Lack of trust in the
Authority’s
management
processes.
Misunderstanding of
the Authority’s role.

Regular contact with fishermen and
Natural England.
Dissemination of all survey data
and management proposals.
Respond to all relevant
Government/developer
consultations or proposals.

2
Further
improvement to
contact with
NGOs and other
stakeholders’
needs to be
achieved.

Improve website and provide
interactive services.
Regular/structured liaison with
other enforcement bodies.
Annual & research reports
published.
Publication of business plan.
Stakeholder feedback questionnaire
and analysis.
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Appendix 4 – Time Table for Byelaw Review
Action
Review of Fish
Stocks

2012
Work with SAGB plan if
approved or carry out
own assessment

2013
Continue work on
assessment and
complete by end of
year
Start development of
plan

2014
Integrate into
management

Fisheries
Resource
Management
Plan
Marine
Conservation
Zones

Set procedures for plan
development

Consider new MCZ and
Reference site
requirements.
Consider byelaw
requirements and
enforcement
requirements
Consider byelaw
requirements if any

Input requirements into
Byelaw review process

Defra review
of Inshore
Fisheries
Management
and CFP
review
Merging or 4
sets of
inherited
byelaws
K&EIFCA
Annual Plan
Byelaw
process

Engage in discussions
with Defra

Commence assessment
of byelaw merging

Continued assessment

Input assessment

Report progress

Report progress

Report progress

Assess requirements

Input data into process

Complete final list of
byelaws
Carry out Impact
Assessments
Legal Advice

Initial preparation

2015

Integrate with stock
assessment

Input into planning

Complete review of
byelaws
Advertise byelaws and
public consultation
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Appendix 5 – Chief IFC Officer Annual Report Summary 2012
General Fishing Activity and Fisheries Management
Fishing activity generally followed its usual annual pattern. The major fin fish fishery for sole produced moderate
catches during the seasonal fishery which extends from spring to autumn although some decline was reported within
the Thames estuary. During this period a fishery for thornback ray also usually takes place, quota restrictions
severely restricted quantities taken by most of the fleet, with the exception of a small number of boats that are in
membership of Producer Organisations. Large quantities of thornback ray were reported within the district with
anglers making very good catches. Cefas are undertaking an assessment of ray and shark stocks within the district to
address the industry view that stocks are in a very healthy state. Some vessels restricted by quota allocations
diverted to catching bass, that are not under strict quota control, this increased effort upon this fishery with large fish
being taken during late spring. Moderate quantities of cod moved into the district during the winter period. During
late winter very large quantities of herring were observed within the Thames estuary, it is believed that the majority
of these were from the North sea stock rather than the local Thames stock. Vessels were encountering significant
catches of herring in large mesh cod nets however quota allocation for the Thames fishery was very low and once the
10 tonne quota had been taken MMO closed the fishery based on Cefas advice. This closure triggered KEIFCA’s
implementation of its herring fishery byelaw which closed remaining areas of the Thames. On-going discussions have
taken place with Cefas to ensure that adequate data is provided to ensure accurate stock assessment.
During the winter period the seasonal fishery for seed mussels took place off Ramsgate. Control of this fishery under
KEIFCA byelaw consents resulted in a 3 month fishery which supported both local and visiting vessels. Most seed
mussels were exported for on-growing in Holland and Germany. Extensive surveys of cockle stocks were again
undertaken; this resulted in a TAC being set and total landing of 7,900 tonnes. Concern regarding the possibility of
spreading the cause of high cockle mortality in the Wash fishery resulted in KEIFCA deciding to not open its cockle
fishery outside the Regulating Order where Wash based and local boats usually work. This action resulted in both
local and visiting boats not having access to this fishery but achieved biosecurity to minimise the risk of spreading the
cause of high mortality and allowed further increase in stock biomass. The fishery for wild/feral rock oysters
(C.Ggigas) continued with commercial vessels making good landings. Issues were also raised relating to hand
gathering and concerns that in some circumstances harvesting gangs may be involved. Discussions took place with
oyster fishermen regarding proposals to implement recovery of native oyster stocks. A significant increase in effort
upon the whelk fishery prompted the implementation of an emergency byelaw to ensure sustainable management of
whelk stocks whilst consideration is given to long term management. Moderate quantities of lobster and crab were
landed mainly during the warmer months.
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Expressions of concern have been received that fishing in the inner Thames estuary was well below average and
that this may have been influenced by some external factor. Discussions took place with the developers of the
new London Gateway port and Environment Agency but no significant changes in water quality or the state of the
estuary have been identified. This resulted in on-going monitoring and discussion via the Thames Estuary
Partnership to consider sediment morphology and water quality.
Commercial development - Impacts on Fisheries
A number of large development projects are taking place that have impacts on the marine environment within the
district. These include the development of a new London Gateway port involving capital dredging with the
removal of 30 million cubic metres of seabed, development of 5 wind farms in and adjacent to the district and
cable laying for wind farms and power supply links with Europe.
The large London Gateway project includes requirements for elaborate monitoring. I have been appointed a place
on the Ecological Advisor Group since before commencement of dredging, this group receives environmental
monitoring reports and facilitates scrutiny of data from a fisheries point of view.
Enforcement
During the year Officers have enforced KEIFCA byelaws, National and EC Fisheries Regulations. We have worked
hard to ensure compliance with these legislative requirements by means of on-going education, compliance
monitoring and enforcement. No prosecutions were taken however during the period 55 offence notices and 3
seizure notices were issued together with 4 written warnings.
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Appendix 6 – Abbreviations
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ACIFC Officer

Assistant Chief Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Officer

MaCAA 2009

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009

AIFCA

Association of Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities

MCSS

Monitoring and Control Surveillance System

ASFC

Association of Sea Fisheries Committees

MCZ

Marine Conservation Zones

CEFAS

Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture
Science

MMO

Marine Management Organisation

CFO

Chief Fishery Officer

MoU

Memoranda of Understanding

CIFC Officer

Chief Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Officer

MPA

Marine Protected Area

Defra

Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs

MSC

Marine Stewardship Council

EA

Environment Agency

MSP

Marine Spatial Plans

ECC

Essex County Council

NE

Natural England

EFF

European Fisheries Fund

nm

Nautical Miles

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

RSA

Recreational Sea Angling

EIFCA

Eastern Inshore Fishing and Conservation Authority

RIB

Rigid Inflatable Boat

EMS

European Marine Site

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

GIS

Geographical Information System

SBC

Southend Borough Council

IFC Officer

Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Officer

SFC

Sea Fisheries Committee

IFCA

Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority

SIFCA

Sussex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority

KCC

Kent County Council

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

KEIFCA

Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority

SPA

Special Protection Area

MC

Medway Council

TAG

Technical Advisory Group

KESFC

Kent and Essex Sea Fisheries Committee

TBC

Thurrock Borough Council

MCA

Marine Coastguard Agency
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Meeting our duties
The Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 states:
(s.) 178 Annual Report
(1) As soon as is reasonably practical after the end of each
financial year, every IFC authority must prepare a report on its
activities in that year.
(2) A report under this section must be in such form and
contain such information as the Secretary of State may require.
(3) A report under this section must be published in such
manner as the Secretary of State may require.
A copy of the Marine and Coastal Access Act is available online
at: www.legislation.gov.uk
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